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INTRODUCTION
Man was created mth a body and a sotil. Since the body is
material it needs food, clothing^ shelter and other juatexlal things
in order to Siirvive.
Possession of, and lack of possession of, material things have
both played a major part in human history. They have caused wars as
xjell as the moving of men to heroic acts of kindness and mercy.
The problem arises as to whether material possessions in them
selves are good or evil. If not, what then causes thera to be so
important in the interactions of men? As Christians we seek our answers
from the Bible. Wnat is revealed to us in the Bible concerning God's
attitude toward material possessions? Does He want man to have
material possessions? Or does He say that the ideal state is an ascetic
one? If He x-ri.shes man to have possessions are there conditions which
must be fulfilled to obtain and retain these possessions? Does
salvation depend upon them? Do material possessions hinder the attain -
ment to salva,tion?
The purpose of siting tlais thesis is to find answers to the above
questions.
With the exception of The Bible and the Problem of Poverty by
Samuel Godbey the writer has found no book dealing specifically xd-th
a biblical concept of material possessions. There are other works
dealing tri-th economics as related to Christianity. To these the tfriter
has referred for illustration of thought and for some interpretation.
This paucity ox direct interpretation of the Bible teaching regarding
material possessions has limited the witer mostly to the Bible itself.
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No attempt has been made to develop any personal bias. Rather, the
piirpose is a direct setting foiiih.of the thoughts presented in the
Bible.
The word "material" as used in this study refers to all that
is not spiritual or intangible. The word "possessions" 'means that
which belongs to one. Speaking of material possessions necessitates
the use of the two words "riches" and "poverty" which represent the
states of having possessions in ab\indance contrasted with the lack
of material possessions.
The chief source of data was the Bible itself read and quoted
from the Revised Standard Version except where othervase indicated.
The Interpreter 's Bible, Nelson's Complete Concordance of the Revised
Standard Version Bible, and ^Tfae Great Ideas; A ^yntopicon of Great
Books of the Western World edited by Mortimer J . Adler and V/illiam
Gorman have been used as source books.
For convenience in study and presentation the Bible was divided
into nine sections. In the Old Testament each book under each section
was surveyed separately ^Jith a sui'nmary of the main ideas found in the
books presented at the end of the section. At the end of the Old
Testament sections a summary of ideas fo-und in the Old Testament was
given. In dealing wi.th the New Testament material it v;as more logical
to deal with groups of books as a whole within the sections, e.g.,
the presentation of certain ideas in the Synoptic Gospels, considering
at the same time all three books and then proceeding in another section
to the Johannine books , etc. In the last chapter a synthesis of the
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study in both Old and New Testaments has been given. This is
followed by the conclusions drawn from the study.
CHilPTER I
I. THE PEifrATEUCH
Genesis. According to the Bible God created man vrith a body
and soul in His own image (Gen, 2:7). He gave him domirdon over
the fish of the sea, the birds of the air and over every living thing
that moves upon the e^th. In other words, God created all material
tlrmgs and gave them to man for use.
Unfortunately, man fell from his original state thus corrupting
the image of God in hira. This corrupted image passing to the next
generation resulted in the first sin of man against his brother as
recorded in Gen. J4:8,
The first man with vxhora God made a covenant was Abraham to
whom He gave a promise dependent on obedience. The promise was three
fold: to make Abraham a great nation, to bless him and to make his
name great. Abraham, obeying God, took all his possessions and left
for Canaan. There he became very rich in cattle, in silver and in
gold (Gen, 13:2). The possessions of Lot and Abraham were so great they
co\�Ld not dwell together (Gen. 13:6). Later God promised Abraham that
his descendents would go to Egypt as slaves but would return with
great possessions. Thus God blessed Abraham in all things (Gen. 2l+:7).
Abraham ' s son Isaac inherited all his father ' s property but
lost much of it because of famine. Then God blessed him and he became
a rich man. He reaped a hundred-fold from the land, becoming wealthy
with possessions including flocks, herds and a great household
(Gen, 26:12-lii).
The blessing that Isaac bestowed upon his son Jacob included
the dew of heaven, the fatness of the earth and plenty of grain and
wine (Gen. 27:28).
Jacob was the first to make a covenant with God that he would
give back to God one-tenth of all that God would give him (Gen.
28:22). He worked hard and God blessed him (Gen. 31:ItO, hi.) Giving
thanks to his God for blessings Jacob said, "0 God of my father
Abraham, and God of my father Isaac .,, vd.th oiily my staff I crossed
this Jordan; and now I have become two companies" (Gen. 32:9, 10).
Jacob also said to Laban, "These twenty years I have been in your
house . . . had not been on my side , surely now you v;ould have sent me
away empty-handed" (Gen. 31:^^ h2).
The coveting of herds and possessions cost the men of Shechem
their lives (Gen. 3^.^:23, 25) �
God promised that He would give J^cob and his descendents land
(Gen, 35:12). Jacob and his brother could not dwell together be
cause of the abundance of their possessions (Gen. 36:7).
Joseph resisted temptation and was imprisoned unjustly (Gen. 39
Later he vras made ruler of all Egypt (Gen. l4l:J4l) when he interpreted
Pharoah's dream telling him that God would bring plenty for seven
years followed by famine for seven years (Gen. l4.1:25-"27) . Joseph was
a good steward. He sent all the money earned by selling grain to
Pharoah's palace (Gen. i;7:lll). In all other countries there was
famine but in I^ypt there was plenty of grain (Gen. lil:SU)� Joseph
called his people to Egypt where they gained great possessions
(Gen. U7:27).
3Exod-gs. The new Pharoah did not Imow Joseph. The Egyptians
made the people of Israel serve with rigor and made their lives
bitter with hard service. Not only were the Israelites reduced to
slavery but their newborn sons were killed. So they crie<J to God
for help. God heard their groanings and sent Hoses to deliver them
(Ex. 2:23). God, telling thera to borrow jewelry of silver and gold
from their neighbors, caused the neighbors to be kiad. Thus the
Israelites were not only delivered from slavery in Efe^t but also
took with them gold, silver and cattle (EX. 12: 32, 35> 36).
In the vjildemess of Sin the Israelites murmured that they were
hungry. God fed them with the flesh of quails and with manna (Ex. l6:13).
God established His covenant �vd.th the Israelites. In regard to
material possessions the follomng rules in the Law are noteworthy.
The Israelites was forbidden to covet the house, wife, manservant,
maidservant, ox, ass or arQrbhing belonging to his neighbor. He was to
free his slaves every seventh year. He was not to steal. He was to
work for six days and rest on the seventh day. .He was not to oppress
the stranger nor to afflict the widow and the orphan else God would
punish him. He was asked to give offerings to God vriLthout delay. He
was asked to not pervert justice and to not take bribes nor to e>cbract
interest on loan. He was asked to serve the Loi-d who would bless his
bread and water and would take sickness avray from him (Ex. 20-2ii). In
the decalogue covetousness of iuaterial possessions is forbidden by
God (Ere. 20:17).
God gave Bezalel ability and intelligence and the knowledge of
all craftsmanship to devise artistic designs.
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The Israelites were asked to bring to God's house the first of
the fruits of their land (Ex. 3U:26) and to bring the offering v;rith
joy in their hearts (Ejc. 35:5). It is reported that the people gave
so much for the sanctuary that it was sufficient to do the necessary
work and more.
Leviticus. In the book of Leviticus the Law concerning material
possessions is described in its relationship to God, to men and to the
reward v;hich vrould be received for keeping it. The Israelites were
asked to offer a male without blemish (Lev. 1:3; 3:1; i).:3). They
were asked not to reap the field to its very border, nor to gather
gleanings after the harvest, nor to strip the vineyards bare, nor to
gather fallen grapes. They were asked rather to leave all these for the
poor. They were commanded not to steal, nor deal falsely, nor lie to
one another; not to oppress the neighbor nor to rob hira and not to keep
the wages of a hired servant overnight until the morning; not to do
injustice in judgment, not to be partial to the poor, nor defer to
the great (Lev. 19:9-15). God told the Israelites to keep all tils
statutes and ordinances so that the land where He was bringing them
may not vomit them out, God promised to give them the land flo-v\ring
with milk and honey (Lev. 20:22," 2it.).
Tlie Israelites were commanded to hallow the fiftieth year
(jubilee) in which each one would return to his property, God said
that if the7f would obey His statutes and keep His ordinances they
would dwell in the land securely and eat their fill; that He would
bless the land so that it would produce enough fruit for three years
5and thus be able to rest for one year; that the land should not be
sold in perpetuity for the land is the Lord's; that they should
maintain a brother who becomes poor and not to extract interest from
liim (Lev. 25).
The Lord God said:
If you walk in my statutes and observe my commandraents
and do them, then I will give you your rains in t)ieir season,
and the land shall yield their fruit. And your thresliing
shall last to the time of -vintage and the vintage shall last
to the time for soT-jing; and you shall eat your bread to
the full, and dwell in your land securely (Lev. 26:3-5).
If you Td.ll not hearken to me, and td.ll not do all these
commandments, if you spurn ray statutes ... I will appoint over
you sudden terror, consumption, and fever that waste the eyes
and cause life to pine away. And you shall sow your seed in
vain, for jo\xr enemies shall eat it (Lev. 26;li;-l6').
All the tithe of the land, whether of the seed of the
land or of the fruit of the trees, is the Lord's; it is holy
to the Lord (Lev. 27:30).
I'fcmbers. The Israelites wept for meat. The Lord told Moses
that He would give them meat (I'lum. 11:21), Moses doubted God's word,
but God fulfilled His promise by sending so many quails that the
people gathered them for one day and one night continually (Num. 11:32)
Those who had the craving (K.J.V. "those who lusted") were killed.
Deuteronomy, In Deuteronoitty it is Tcritten that the Israelites
were reminded of God's blessing in all the works of their hands
(Deut. 2:7). They were warned not to forget God vAien they ate and
were full(Deut. 2:11) -because it is the Lord who gives power to get
wealth (Deut. 8:18). Again and again they were reminded that if they
kept God's commandments He would bless them (Deut. 7, 11, 28).
6In the Decalogue all kinds of covetousness are forbidden
(Deut. 5:21).
The Israelites were warned not to covet gold or silver or
graven images (Deut. 7:25). They were commanded to see that there
were no poor among them. They were instructed to help the poor
(Deut. 15:1;, 7-11). They were told not to bring the hire of a harlot
nor the wages of a dog-^into the house of the Lord (Deut. 23:18),
Laws regarding bribery, interest, t/ages of the poor, first fruits,
disobedience and the Sabbath are the same in Deuteronomy as those
given in the earlier books.
In the seventeenth chapter of Deuteronomy is found a law for the
future kings of the Hebrews, The king is forbidden to multiply his
horses and x-ri-ves. He is forbidden to "greatly multiply for himself
silver and gold" (Deut. 17:17). Instead' of amassing material wealth
the king is expected to read and keep the Law of God,
In the twenty-eighth chapter of Deuteronomy there is a clear
statement of the blessings the Hebrews would receive from God if they
obeyed Him and of the curses that would come upon them if they dis
obeyed. If they obeyed they would be blessed in the city as well as in
the field. Their cattle would increase, their enemies would be defeated
and they would abound in prosperity. But if they did not obey the
commandments of the Lord then they would be cursed in the city as well
as in the field. The increase' of their cattle would be cursed gpid
they would be defeated by their enemies. Pestilence, consumption.
In the interpreter's Bible, Vol. II, p. i;71 "dog" is said to
mean a roale sacred prostitute.
7fever and drought would tal<:e them and they would perish. They would
build houses but others would occupy the houses. 'ITieir sons and
daughters would be given to "another people," They would be distressed
so much that in the morning they would say, "Would it were evening in
The T^riter of Deuteronomy devotes fifteen verses of chapter
twenty-eight to the blessings that would follow obedience and fifty-
three verses to the curseswhich would follow disobedience to God.
Tlius the relationship the Hebrew maintained with his God had a direct
bearing on his material possessions.
Sunmiaiy�,. The most important point to be noticed in the Penta
teuch is that it is God who gives material blessings to His people.
This is made clear in the case of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph and of
Israel gener&lly. God brought his people out of poverty and' slavery
in Egj'pt. He gave warning to Pharoah about the seven years famine,
Tlius, God cotild both give and take away.
It is also -to be noted in the Pentateuch that although God was
m'.lling to bless the Israelites He did not expect them to just sit idly
and wait for the blessing. They Xirereto work hard for six days and to
rest on the seventh day, Godbey interprets this commandment as em-
p
phasizing working more than resting. He, says that the heroes of
Genesis showed that nobility is not inconsistent with raanual labor and
a life of si-fplicity,-"
�^Samuel PI. Godbey, The Bible and the Problem of Poverty (New
York: Fleming H. Eevell -Company, l^OH"), p. 29. -^Ibid., p. 21.
8However, the coramaaid to rest is also indispensable, Tiplady
says, "The majority of men in t.e^-aperate climates &re suffering
today from overwork. They have not enough leisure and change of
occupation."^ The proper balance between work . and rest must be
maintained -. Man is to work six days to deserve the blessings God
wants to give him. But God wants man to remain at his best and thus
commands him to ..rest one day of the seven. Obedience to both
commands is essential.
The Israelite was forbidden to covet possession belonging to
his neighbor. It was not that he should not have material possessions
because God .wag .x^rilling to bless him in everything. L^ut God expected
man to have a certain standard. When the people of Shechem coveted
the possessions. of Jacob and his sons they invited their own destruc
tion. VJhen the. Israelites coveted raeat beyond their needs they
were destroyed.
The Israelites were commanded to bring offerings and tithes
to the house of. the Lord, These were to be chiefly the first fruits
of the harvest and the first fruit of the flock, males without blemish.
This shows, that God wants priority in the affections of men. The
command against bringing the hire of a whore into the Lord' s house
shows that .God is not interested in collecting money for its own sake.
He is a holy and. righteous God,
The Isrr-elites were cowcTianded not to pervert justice either
to help the poor or to please the rich�
Bribery ,was forbidden as recorded in Exodus PJtlB and
Deuteronomy 16:19-
'^'ThoiAas Tiplady, Social Christianity in the New Era (New York..? -
Fleming H. Revell Company^ 1919), p. 9?"
9God commanded that there shoxild be no poor among the Israelites,
Belgum feels that God had a special concern for the poor as when He
delivered his people from Egyptian poverty and bondage.^ God's people
were also to help those brothers who became poor through circumstances.
SpealdLng of these commandments regarding care of the poor, Hariy F.
Ward says:
Religion has long demanded the abolition of poverty One
of the objects of the ancient Hebrew Law was that no person
should be born into poverty. Its regulations concerning the
Sabbatical year, lands and debts, rural housing, the pledge, and
the year of jubilee, were all designed to secure the economic
freedzi of the worker and his family,^
The problem of helping the poor has alv;ays been a difficult one.
Too many gifts cause the recipients to become beggars, Xet, there are
times when only gifts can save people from suffering. The Law helped
to solve the problem in part by providing for indirect giving of gifts.
The seventh year brought gifts to the poor by right, a sacred right.
A similar benefit, disguised as a sacred privilege vxas the right to
glean the fields and the vineyards. The gleanings were sacred, and the
poor, as God's representatives, had a right to them. These laws were
not made for the laborers,'^
Riches can be a cause for forgetting God, Riches were the source
of quarrels such as those recorded to have happened between the herdsmen
%arold J. Belgum, Poverty and the Cliristian Conscience "A Relig.-
ious View of Poverty", Statement of the Department of Social Action,
February 28, I96I1., National Catholic Welfare Conference, 1312 i-Iassa-
chusetts Avenue N, �, Washington, D. C, p, 6
'%arry F. Ward, Poverty and He-alth (ed. by Henry H, Meyer. New
York: The Methodist Book Concern, 1^5')'," p, 91.
^Godbey, o�, cit,, pp, U8, U9.
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of Abraham and Lot and between Laban and Jacob. Hiches are often the
source of ill treatment of employees. All these things could have
been avoided by strict adherence to the Law. Lofthouse reminds us
that the Hebrew Law demands that the employee should be treated as a
brother before he is tliought of as a "hand, " The employer is to
look first to the needs of the employee and then to his ovm advantages�
ZHad the law been strictly obeyed there could laave been no abject,
servile class in Israel, There would have been no absolute levelling
of classes, some men would have been comparatively rich and others
comparatively poor; but there could have been no such thing as accumu
lation of wealth so great as to raise the possessor above the fear of
want, and there could have been no such poverty as to sink its victim
beneath the reach of hope.^
The teachings in the Penteteuch concerning material possessions
may be suiiiaarized briefly. Obedience of God's commandments would
bring blessings. Heglect or disobedience of God's law iTOuld bring
misfortune. The central command was to be holy because God is holy.
Tills implied being holy in the special sense in which Israel's God
was conceived to be holy.
^Samuel E. Keeble (ed.). The Social Teaching of the Bible
(London: Robert Culley, 1909), p. 79-
%odbey, o�. cit, p. 59,
CHAPTER II
THE HISTORICAL BOOiiS
Joshua. In the beginning of the book of Joshua it is recorded
that the Lord God said to Joshua, "Be strong and of good courage;
for you shall cause this people to inherit the land which I swore to
their fathers to give tlien" (Josh, 1:6) � Joshua reraained strong
and courageous, obedient to God. Toijsxd the end of the book we
find it recorded that the Lord gave to Israel all the land which He
sx-rore to give to their father and tl:iat not one of the proraises which
He had made to the house of Israel had failed (Josh. 21:i!.3).
In chapter fourteen is found the record of the way in wliich
Caleb received the hill count3ry because he in all ways followed the
Lord, Even though the irnakin lived there with great fortified cities
(Josh. li|:12) Caleb was able to drive thera away (Josh, l^tlii-)-
Achan coveted silver and gold and was burnt vjith fire along
with his sons and daughters (Josh. 7:21, 25).
Judges. �e read in the book of Judges that the Israelites
did evil in the sight of the Lord and He gave them into the hands
of plimderers who afflicted and oppressed them.. I'Jhen they cried to
the I'ord He sent them judges \fao delivered them from their enamies.
The names of twelve judges are recorded.
The follovjing verses serve as an example of what happened to
Israel when the people did evils
The people of Israel did what was evil in the sight of
the Lord; and the Lord gave them into the liand of Midian
seven years. 2 iuad the hand of I-Iidian prevailed over Israel;
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and because of Mdian the people of Israel made for t'aemselves
the dens which are in the mountains, and the caves and the
strongholds. 3 For whenevei- the Israelites put in seed the
l-Iidianites and the itaalekites and the people of the East would
come up and attack them; h they woiild encamp against them and
destroy the produce of the la:xl, as far as the neighborhood of
Gaza, and leave no sustena:ice in Israel, and no sheep or ox
or ass. 5 For they T;rould come up irith their cattle and their
tents, coming like locusts for number; both they and their
camels could not be counted; so that they wasted the land as
they came in. 6 And Israel was brought very low because of
Indian; and the people of Israel cried for help to the
Lord (Judg. 6:1-6),
'i.lnen God delivered them from their oppressors through Gideon
(Judg. 7:1-25).
Rath. In the days of the judges there was a famine (Ruth: 1:1),
Naomi's husband Elimelech took his family to the land of Moab.
They lived there for many years. The sons, Mahlon and Chilion,
took wives of the land of Moab. Elimelech and his sons died. Naomi
and her daughters-in-law were left ividows.
VJhen Naomi heard that the Lord had visited His people and had
given them food (Ruth 1:6) she came back to Bethlehem. Her daughter-
in-law Ruth, who accompanied her, married Boaz and had a son by hdja.
rnus God blessed Naorai >jlth a restorer of her life and nourisher of
her old age (Ruth lirlif, l5)�
Samuel. Hannah liad no children. Sh.e prayed to God. VJhen God
blessed her -vji'th a son she offered this prayer of th^anksgiving :
The Lord makes poor and makes, rich;
he brings low, he also exalts.
He raises up the poor from the dust;
He lifts the needy from the ash heap,
to make them sit >d.th princes
and inherit a seat of honor (I Sam. 2:7, 8).
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Hannah's prayer is a song in praise of the providence of
God. She said that in this life God, the righteous judge, rewards
the good and punishes the gailty. Due to her barrenness Hannah
was the target for Penirjiah's raockery. But liannah prayed to God
and was blessed with a son. Tiiis raised her prestige and the
proud Peninnah (rich in prestige, estate and children) was put to
� shajae ,
It -VTas not necessary for Hannah to sit and speculate or
philosophize. She had living proof from God of lUs goodness towards
the oppressed and poor.
Saul belonged to the humblest faanily of the tribe of Benjaain.
God chose hira to deliver the Israelites from the Phi3.istines .
Samuel, the prophet of God, told Saul that all that was desirable in
Israel was for him and IrLs father's house (I Sam. 9:20).
Bat because Saul did not keep the commandraents of the Lord,
the Lord did not establish his kingdom over Israel forever (I Sam.
13:13). Saul's bloodguilty house also caused famine for three successive
years (2 Sara. 21:1). After justice had been done God listened to
the supplications of the land (2 Sara. 21:lii.).
David angered the Lord by covetiirg Uriah's xuSe and arranging
for Uriah's murder, tlany curses came upon hira in punishment. One
of these was the loss of ItIs son (2 Sam. 12: 9 if). Ood said He
would have given David vrhatever he lacked so that David need not
have coveted (2 Sam. 12:8).
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Again the anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel because
David numbered his valiant men and it seemed that the Israelites
x^-ere beginning to depend more on their men than on God. The Lord
asked David to choose one of three things as punishment; three years
of famine or flight from enemies for three months or three days of
pestilence. David chose pestilence and seventy thousand men died.
(2 Sam. 2li:, 12-15). This shows that God can send famine to punish
man for his sin. It is implied that if man is righteous God will
not send famine but rather rain and plenty.
Ivings. An account of King Solomon's reign is recorded in the
first book of Kings. At Gibeon the Lord appeared to Solomon in a
dream by night saying, "Ask what I shall give you" (I Kings 3:5).
Solomon asked for an understanding mind to govern the people. Pleased,
the Lord said to Solomon:
Because you have asked this, and have not asked for
yourself long life or riches or the life of your enemies,
but have asked for yourself understanding to discern what is
right, 12 behold, I now do according to your word. Behold,
I give you a xd.se and discerning mind, so that none like
you shall rise after you. 13 I give you also x^hat you have
not asked, both riches and honor, so that no other king
shall compare xd.th you, all your days. ll| And if you xd.ll
walk in my xrays, keeping my statutes and ray commandments,
as your father David x-jalked, then I xdJJ. lengthen your days
(I Kings 3:HL - lii).
It is x-jritten that King Solomon excelled all the kings of the
earth in riches and in Xrdsdora (I Kings 10:23). It is X'xritten in the
Bible that God is the source of riches and honor. The poor may ask
God for riches as Solomon asked for xd.sdom.
King Ahab did evil in the sight of the Lord and God sent a
famine on the land. God sent his prophet Elijah to the east near
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the brook called Cherith whore the ravens brought hira bread and
meat both mo inning and evening (I Kings 17:6). Then Elijah was sent
to a id.dow of Zarephat who had only a handful of meal in a jar and
a little oil in a cruse. God blessed the meal and oil so that
they continued to eat of it for many days until the famine was over
( I Kings 17: l5, l6).
Queen Jezebel sent a messenger to Elijah saying she would
IcLll him the next day. Elijah fled. On reaching the hills he
prayed for death. He was frustrated and hungry. God sent His angel
to Elijah vjith food and water. Even the great prophet needed food
to eat before he could hear the message of the Lord. Of this Hugh
Price Hughes says, "It was useless to talk to a starving man in
thephysical condition in which Elijah was and again, "Even
Elijah was unfit to understand and appreciate the mil of God xmtil
he had eaten ti-ao hearty meals. "'^
The T'dfe of one of the sons of the prophets cried to Elisha,
"Tour servant b^t husbarxd is dead . . . the creditor has come to take
ray .two children to be his slaves" (II ilings 1|:1). EILisha asked to
borrow vessels from her neighbors and to fill them with oil which
was blessed by the Lord. The woraan sold the oil and paid her debt.
There was such severe famine in Samaria that vromen were
forced to eat their children (II Kings 6:29). Elisha prophesied
that the next day God would provide so ranch grain that it would sell
very cheaply. One captain doubted saying, "If the Lord Irimself should
-"-Hugh Price Hughes, Social Chrlstianit:/-; Sermons Delivered in
St. James Hall, London (Hew Tork: Punl^ and Wagnalls, n.d.) p. 31.
2lbid, p. 32.
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male� wind.ov;s in heaven could tiiis thing be?" (II Kings 7:2).-
The next day grain was sold at cheap rates. But the doubting
captain had died.
Slisha warned liis hostess to leave the country because there
vroiild be famine for seven years. God's prophets knew how long
famine w^ould last.
Gehazi became a leper because of his covetousness (II Kings
5:27).
In the days of Jehoash people brought m.oney >d.th joy (II Ydxigs
iZ'.hj Urdu) for the repair of the House of the Lord even though
the priests did not use the gifts for the repair.
Iving Hezelciaii became ill. He was told to set his house .in
order, for he would die. Kezekiah prayed to God and was granted
fifteen years more of life (II Kings 20:6).
Chronicles.' King David asked the people to give gold and
silver to build the house of the Loi-d. The leaders of the tribes
gave five thousand talents and ten thousand darics of gold, ten
thousand talents of silver, eighteen thousand talents of bronze and
a hundred thousand talents of iron. They gave it XTillingly andfwhole
heartedly. Charles Gore cites this as a perfect expression of the
geimine Hebrew . view of huroan property - all that a man calls his own
and controls - as the gift of God to be held in trust for the giver's
on'jn uses,, for the realization of the Kingdom or manifested sovereignty
on earth .-3
3charles Gore (ed.). Property^ Its Duties and Rights (London:
I'dacmillan Company, Ltd., 1913), p. 92.
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David was pleased x-7ith the reaction of the people and praised God
acknowledgii-]g that both riches and honor come from Him and that
He iniles all, having in His hand the power to make great and to
give strength to all (I Chr. 2?: 11-13).
In second Crironicles details are given of the wealth belong
ing to iOng Solomon.
King Jehoshaphat soiight the God of his father and walked in
His commandments. And God blessed him with great riches and honor
( I Chr. 17 k, 5).
ICLng Hezekiah did what was right in the eyes of the Lord
(I Chr. 29:2). It is i-iritten:
And Hezeld.ah had very great riches and honorj and he
made for himself treasuries for silver, for gold, for precious
stones, for spices, for shields, and for all kinds of costly
vessels; � 28 storehouses also for the yield of grain,mne,
and oil; and stalls for all kinds of cattle, and sheepfolds,
29 He likei-d-se provided cities for himself, and flocks and
herds in abundance; for God had given him very great oosses-
sions ( II Chr. 32:27-29).
Ezra. The heathen king Cyrus of Persia made a proclamation
throughout his Icingdom and also put it into 'vrritingj
Thus says Cyrus king of Persia, "The Lord, the God of
heaven, has given me all the kingdoms of the earth, and he
has charged rae to build him a house at Jerusalem, which is
in Judah. I'Jhoever is among you of aUL his people may the
Lord his God be i-dth him. Let him go upl (II Chr. 3^:23
and Ezra 1:2, 3) �
Pie recognized -that it is God who gives kingdoms to Hebrews and
heathen alike. God controls the world. It is His possession.
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Nehemiah. The book ox Neheroiah describes the remnant of Israel
returned from slavery. �Ven in this remnant the rich began to
rob their poorer brethren causir^ them to sell their children as
slaves. The rich also extracted interest on loans of grain and money,
Nehemiah told them that it Tras not right and urged them to give up
these unlawful practices. 'Ihe people listened to liim (Neh. 5:12).
Some prophets were hired by the enemy to prophesy falsely.
Sanballat and Tobiah and Geshem the i\rab were enemies who did not
want the Israelites to rebuild the Temple, In addition to other
unsuccessful eforts they liired the prophet Shemaiah, son of Delaiah,
son of Mehetabal (Neh. 6:10) and prophetess Noadiah and mar^y other
prophets to frighten Nehemiah so that he might stop work on the
Temple. Nehemiah depended on God and so he was not afraid.
Nehemiah 7:67-70 gives an account of the material possessions
of the people. Of these possessions the people gave generously
for the vrork (Neh. 7:70-72)*
Chapter nine relates the story of the deliverance of the
Israelites from Egypt, the receipt of food from heaven and -water
from the rock (Neh. 9:l5) "which sustained them for forty years in
the -s-Tilderness. Taey lacked nothing (Neh. 5?: 21), as far as material
things x-rare concerned.
Esther, Although in the book of Esther the word "God" does not
occur. His work is seen in the way He chose to 'save His people from
their enemies tlirough Esther. Haman had planned to wipe out the
whole Jetd-sh nation. Instead he T-ras himself killed and his house
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given to Esther (Esth. 8:7). Haman was punished, for his v/ickedness.
Esther not only saved her nation but also received material
possessions' from her enemy.
Summary. In tliis chapter the follovjlng points concerning
material possessions are notewoarthy.
God gave Israel the land of Canaan. King Cyrus said that the
Lord, the God of .'heaven had given him all the kingdoms of earth. God
is aclcnoxjledged as the giver of lands.
The Israelites, whenever they did evil in the sight of the
Lord, were given over by Him into the hands of plunderers. VJhen
they cried to Fam again He delivered them.
God gave riches and honor to the Israelites. He made them, rich
and He made theia poor according to what they deserved. He gave so
much in material possessions and VJisdon to Solomon that he surpassed
all other kings. ICLng David thanked God for riches and honor. God
gave to ICLng Jehosaphat also great riches gnd honor. It is i^rritten
that the Israelites did not lack anybliiiig during their forty years
of journeying in the x-jilderness .
God also brings famine (II Sam. 21:1, II Kings 6:25; 8:1) as
well- as plenty (Ruth 1:6; I Kings 7:12-16). The covetousness of
Gehazi earned him leprosy.
CKia^TER III
JOB AlJl3 THE POETIC.^ BOOKS
Job, In the book of Job the word "possessions" occurs tT>ri.ce,
"prosperity" seven times, "rich" three times, "poor" fourteen times
and "wealth" six times.
Job was a righteous and a rich man. He had great material
possessions. We read:
There was a man in the land of Uz, whose name was Job;
and that man was blameless and urjright, one who feared God,
and tiorned away iron evil. 2 There were born to him
seven sons and three daughters. 3 He had seven thousand
sheep, three thousand camels, five hundred yoke of oxen, and
five hundred, she-asses, and very many servants; so that
this man was the greatest of all the people of the east
(Job 1:1-3).
Satan questioned Job's motives for being righteous so God allox'j-ed
Satan to test him. illl Job's material possessions, as vrell as his
children ar^d servants, were taken away ironi him. His xrixe urged him
to curse God, But Job refused to sin x-jith his lips. He said, "Shall
xre receive good at the hand of God, and shall \<fe not receive evil?"
(Job 2:10).
Job's trouble was beyond x/hat x-re can imagine. Because of his
extreme mj.sery he x-dshed he had not been bor-n. He cursed the day he
was born. He washed to see God to ask xriiy he was" given so nmcH pain.
But he did not curse God,
It is recorded that after the trials in x^hich Job remained
faitliful to God he received tx-rice xfhat he had had before his testing
(Job U2:12, 13).
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Elihu comforted Job by assuring him that God judges people
and gives food in abundance (Job 36:31). Job never put Ids trust
in gold but continued to believe in God. Even in all his misery
he said:
For I imow that nay Redeemer lives,
and at last he idll stand upon the earth;
and after my skin has been tlius destroyed, ,
then from my flesh I shall see God, (Job 19:25, 26, )
The book of Job reveals man's situation at its worst. In
composing Job the poet repudiated the comforts which traditional
theism offered. He implied the necessity of a redeemer or mediator
(Job 9:33). He had learned the sufficiency of grace and had realized
the chief end of man was to glorify God.
The prose sections of Job simpl7/ state that Job was the richest
man of the east. Satan doubted his integidty, God allowed Job to
be tempted. Job held to his integidty and belief in God in spite of
all suffering. God blessed him.
Job's friends exalted God's greatness, vdsdon, power and justice.
The author of the book of Job realized, that the grace of God is
sufficient.
Psalms . In Psaliiis the word "possessions" is used only once,
the word "poor" txirenty-three times, the word "prosperity" eight times,
"riches" six times and "wealth'.' five times, FoUoxdng are the main
ideas in this book concerning auaterial possessions.
If one looks to the Lord as -a sheets -to its shepherd one shall
lack nothing (Ps. 23:1)�
The earth and everyt,hing in it belongs to the Lord (Ps. 2li:l).
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They who \ialt for the Lord and keep to Ills way shall possess
the land (Ps. 37:310.
The author of Psalm 37 states that he never sgw the right
eous forsaken or his children begging bread (Ps. 37:25).
The vri.cked are able to increase their riches but they do
not last long (Ps. 73':12, 19).
God wishes His people to, walk in His ways so that He can
feed them with the finest wheat and honey (Ps. 81:13, l6).
God satisfies vdth good things so long as one lives (?s.l03:5).
Even vhen God suinmoned a famine on the land he had made arrange
ment in Egypt that His people should be fed (Ps. 105:16, 17).
VJhen riches increase one should not set one's heart on them
(Ps. 62:10). The Psalmist here is not against riches but against
setting one's heart on them.
Unless the Lord builds the house, those who build it labor in
vain (Ps. 127:1).
Sons arc a heritage from the Lord (Ps. 127:3).
God gives food to the hungry (Ps. Iii6:7). The Psalmist teaches
that all material possessions come from God. If men would walk in
God's way He woiold take care of all their needs.
Proverbs. In the book of Proverbs the word "poverty" occurs ten
times, "poor" tliirty-five times, "rich" fourteen times, "riches" ten
times and "wealth" fifteen times.
Following are some of the main ideas concerning material
possessions found in this book of great wisdom.
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It is forbidden to wallc t-iith sinners who lie in wait for
blood and ambush the innocent (Prov, 1:10, H) because they really
are lying in wait for their ox-m destructioni. Such are the ways
of all who get gain by violence (prov. 1:19). He vrho is greedy
for unjust gain malces trouble for his household but he who hates
bribery will live (Prov. 15:27), The prosperity of the^ fool shall
des^broy him (Prov. 1:32, KJV). It is dangerous to get treasures
by a lying tongue (Prov. 21:6).
One should honor the Ijord >ri.th one ' s substance and the first
fruits of all one's produce; then God vjill bless with full barns
and wine vats (prov. 3:9> 10)-
In proverbs chapter eight Wisdom is personified as being
created by the Lord and walking in the way of righteousness and;path
of justice, erjdo>ri.ng with wealth those who love her.
The sluggard is asked to learn wisdom from the ant in the way
she prepares her food in the summer and gathers her sustanance in
harvest (Prov, 6:6). A slack hand causes poverty but the hand of the
diligent makes rich (Frov, 10 -.1;). The hand of the diligent vd.ll rule
while the slothful >dll be put to forced labor (Prov. 12:2ij).
The blssing of the Lord makes rich and he adds no sorrow >dth
it (Prov. 10:22), Tlie reward for iamfdlity and fear of the Lord is
riches and honor and life (Prov. 22:1!.). He who trusts in his riches
will xdther but the righteous will flourish like a green leaf
(Prov. 11:28).
A liberal man wdll be erjriched and one vho tends to the needs
of others xd.ll himself be cared for. The people curse him. who holds
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back grain but the one who sells it is blessed (Prov. 11:25, 26).
Mere wealth is of no benefit. It is better to have simple
food where there is love than rich food where there is hate
(Prov. 15:17). It is better to have a little with righteousness
than riches mth injustice (prov, 16:8), It is better to eat
frugally in quietness than to feast in a house fiall of strife (Prov.
17:1).
A poor man is better than a liar (Prov. 19:22) and a poor man
�who walks in integrity is better than a rich man who is perverse
in his ways (Prov. 28:6), Piiches do not last forever (Prov. 27:2ii),
The book of .Proverbs exalts the righteous man. The righteous
ness of the blameless keeps his way straight (prov. 11:5); it delivers
hijti from trouble (prov. 11:6). The xd-cked are overthroxm but the
house of the righteous stands (Prov. 12:7). Ho ill befalls the
righteous but the wicked are filled vjith trouble (Prov. 12:21).
I'Hsfortune pursues sinners but prosperity rsT-jards the righteous
(Prov. 13:21). The Lord does not let the righteous go hungry (Prov.
10:3). The righteous leaves inheritance for liis children but the
sinner's wealth is laid up for the righteous (Prov. 13:22). The
righteous has enough to satisfy his appetite but the belly of the
wicked suffers want , (Prov. 13 : 25 ) .
The righteous man has much treasure in his. .house but trouble
befalls the income of the vdcked (Prov. l5:6). Tlie Lord hears the
prayer of the righteous (Prov, l5:29). The name of the Lord is a
strong tovrer for the righteou.s (Prov. 18:10).
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The sons of the righteous man are blessed (Prov. 20:7). The
righteous tal<:es delight in justice (Prov. 21:15). The >n.cked
covet but the righteous give freely (Prov. 21:26). T'he righteous
man falls seven times and rises again but the id-cked are overthrox-m
by calamit:/ (Prov. 2ii:l6).
Treasures gained by wickedness do not profit but righteousness
delivers the righteous from death (Prov. 10:2).
However, righteousness alone is not enough. The book of Pro
verbs also praises industr^^ without which a man >d.ll not prosper.
It is xcritten that a slack hand causes poverty but the hand of the
diligent makes rich (Prov. lO:!;). The hand of the diligent v<ill-rule
v/hile the slothful will be put to forced labor (Frov. 12: 24). In all
kinds of toil there is profit but mere talk leads only to want
(prov. 14:23). Love. of sleep brings one to poverty but hard work
brings plenty of bread (Prov. 20:13). An indus'brious wife is more
precious than jewels (Prov. 31:10-31).
The book of Proverbs spealcs against gluttor^y and drunl-cenness,
love of wine. The drunkard and the g3_utton wi.ll come to poverty. The
wise man does not waste 'nis vrealth but uses it wisely.
In the book of Proverbs riches, honor and enduring wi-ealth and
prosperity are associated xjith wisdom, flappiness is the gift of
wisdom in Proverbs , but it is 'the gift of God in Deuteronomy (Deut. 33:29).
Proverbs puts much stress on the relationship of diligence and
slothfulness to the riches and pover-ty of man. Deutei'onomy does not
say much about it except that industriousness is iiaplied in the
fourth c6mr.iandment x-rhich says that the Israelites should work six days
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but keep the seventh day holy, not doing any wox-k on the seventh
day.
The book of Proverbs speaks against drinking and gluttor^/- but
Deuteronomy does not say much about it.
The book of Proverbs says that the righteous fare better than
the "sacked, Tlie book of Icclesiastes says that they fare alike
and there is not much difference between the two.
VJhile Proverbs stresses the amiportance of diligence in earning
wealth Eoclesiastes states that all hard work is vanity.
In Proverbs idsdom brings prosperity. In Eoclesiastes prosperity
is vanity.
In Proverbs wi.sdom gives happiness. In Eoclesiastes God gives
>jisdom;, knowledge and joy (Eccl. 2 s 26).
Proverbs spealcs against drinlcing and gluttony whereas Eoclesias
tes stiggests only teijiperance.
He vj-ho gets wisdom loves hiraself and he who keeps tmderstanding
i-jill prosper (l^ov, 19:8), He T-fno finds wisdom and understanding is
ca happy man (Prov. 3:13). He who keeps the ways of -wisdom is happy
(Prov. 8:32), He who is kind to the poor is h^appy. He who trusts in
the lord is happy (Prov, 16:20).
The teachings of the books oi Proverbs and Deuteronomy are very
similar regardingrighteousness. In both of the books the righteous
prosper. In Deuteronomy obedience to God's law brings prosperity
while in Proverbs xd.sdom and understanding bring prosj^erity. However,
in Proverbs >ri.sdom begins in the fear of the Lord and it is also
said that he who trusts in the Lord prospers.
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Ecclesiasteso In this book the preacher says ttiat all is
vanity and asks what man gains by all liis toil (Eccl. 1:1-3)
because he must leave his earnirigs to the man who comes, after him
(Eccl. 2:18).
The preacher v^as a king of Jerusalem. He ta sted pleasure ,
laughter, wdne, xdsdom, houses, vineyards, gardens, parks, pools
of vjater, forests^, male and female slaves;, possessions of herds and .
floclcs, silver and gold, singers and concubines. He found that all
was vanity and nothing was to be gained under the sun (Eccl. 2:1-11.).
The preacher discovered that a handful of o^uietness is better
than two hands full of toil and striving after -tdnd (Eccl. Ii.:6).
He discovered that he who loves money xdil not be satisfied xvith
money, nor he who love x-joalth with gain (Eccl. 5:10); that the sleep
of the laborer is sx'jeet whether he eats little or much but the sur~
feit of the rich makes it difficult for him to sleep (Eccl. 5:12)>
that a man to whom God has given wealth, possessions and honor does
not enjoy it unless God also gives liim the pox-rer to enjoy it
(Eccl. 6:2); that food and drink gladden life and money ansxrers
everything (Eccl. 10:19); that God does give xjealth and possessions
along x-7ith the pox-rer to enjoy them (Eccl. 5:19); and that x-xhatever
a man's hand finds to do he should do xjith all him might (Eccl. 9:10).
This book' teaches that all material possessions arc vanity. A
man cannot be happy x-iith them, Tno preacher is pessiidstic about
what the world has to offer; the chief duty of man is to obey God.
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The end of the matter; all haa been heard. Fear God,
and keep his co'>^mandi'.ients ; for this is the whole duty of
man. For God will bring every deed into judgment, \-n.th
every secret thing, whether good or evil (Eccl- 1?;13, 1^).
The S^on^, of Solomon. In this book we read the description
of a bride adorned with fragrant oils, strings of jewels, ornaments
of gold and silver . This does not. mean that sll brides .must be
adorned in this way but since .yaaterial .possessions are a blessing
froa God they should be used vd.th jcj ,
Sirr^ary. In Job and the Poetical .Books the foUowing main
ideas ai-e expressed regarding God's relationship to man and material
possessions . . .
It is God who gives blessings whether they be natcri-il
possessions or , other things ,. God blessed Job who was the greatest
man in the,, east, According to the Psalmist Xv'hen God is our shepherd
we shall not want and those who take delight in Hini vri.ll also have
.the desires of their hearts fulfilled. Those who wait for the Lord
and keep to His way will be exalted to possess the land The Lord
proraised to feed Hia people x-.'lt,h the finest of x^rheat. He also satis
fies His people x-dth good things so long as they live. Wealth is
a blessing fro/n.God. Money is necessary because it can be used to
fulfill needs ,
Not only does God give wealth but He also gives the oower
to enjoy it here on earth. God also brings famine because of man's
sin (Ps. 105:16 Deut. 28; I5, 24). It is He who controls the earth.
The vjicked, however, also increase their wealth. God does not stop
thera from that. But the xdcked do not last long. They parish
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spiritually, 'ilie prosperity oi the vri.cked becomes the cause oi
their destruction. All the mcked do not gain wealth. Godbey remarks
in relation to Job 2k that Job did not fancy that x-realth and i-jicked-
ness are inseparable. He knevj men who were miserably poor and
inexpressibly vile.
For the living of a peaceful life the little that the righteous
has is better than the abundance otmed by maiiy of the x-Jicked. A
sample meal x-ri.th love is better than rich food with hatred, strife
and injustice. The x^Iriter of Eoclesiastes says that all material
possessions are vanity.
If riches increase one is asked to not set one's heart on them.
This is not to say that one should stop the increase of riches because
they are inany way harmi\il. VJhat matters is on what a xaan's heart is
set. The love of money cannot be satisfied. Flynn gives us an example
of a millionaire xrho x-.as asked how much money he wairbed. His ansx^rer
xras, "Just a little more."^ On the danger of increasing riches
John Wesley said, "It is true, riches and the increase of them are the
gift of God. Yet great care is to be talcen, that x-ihat is intended
for a blessing do not turn into a curse. "3
Man is to honor the Lord x-xith lois substance and x-dth the first
fmiits of All his produce; then his barns xdll be filled xdth plenty.
Praying for blessing is hot enough. Man is supposed to xfork.
He is asked to learn from the ants. He is told tliat he x;ho xTOrks
^Leslie B. Flynn, Your God and Your Gold (Grand Rapids: Zonder-
van Publishing House, 195r), p. 17.
^John Wesley, "on the Danger of Increasing Pdches", Senaons on
Several Occasions, Vol. IV (Nashville: E. Stevenson and F. A. Ov-rens,
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wdth a slack hand >Jill corae to poverty but the diligent nicin vrill
become rich. Man is asked to work xjith all his might.
Poverty in itself is not good. It is the ruin of the poor.
Nevertheless it is not the worst of all tilings. A poor man is
better than a liar. A poor laan who walks in integrity is better
than a rich man who is perverse in his xrays.
Wealth does not last forever. Waen a rich man dies he carries
nothing x-rith liim.
In conclusion X7e may say that it is not the possession of
material things alone x-rriich the xn-iters; of these books thought
important. Tliere. are thinkers today x-;ho agree. Walter Rauschenbusch
said it is good to pray like the xd.se man to be given neitner riches
nor poverty because they both enervate the xdll and degenerate the
human material for religion. They both create love of idleness,
vagrant habits, dislike of self-restraint and an inclirxation to in
dulge in passing emotions.^
Tiplgdy also agrees that it is good to pray to be given neither
riches nor poverty. He says a little material xrealth is enough if
\je have true work to do and are respected by our felloxTs. The rich
have too much to be happy and the poor too little. Desire for
x-realth is largely due to a desire for display xrhich is in turn due
to false standard of honor .and greatness. 5
^�/alter Puauschenbusch, �Christianity and the Social Crisis
(Nex-r lork: The Macmillan Company, 1907;, p. 30BT"
~7� Social Chrisbiardtv in the Hex-r Era (New
-�-."NW'i s?')! M-fflhT M-.� jrmvell Company, iyi9 ) , "o. 127.
CHAPTER IV
THE PROPHETS
Isaiah. The book of Isaiah begins mth a rebulce to God's
people for their vain offerings. Through His prophet God told
His people to make themselves clean, cease to do Cwdl, learn
io do good, seek justice, correct oppression, defend the father
less and plead for the xddow (Isa. I:l6, 17). Those vho join
house to house and add field to field vxere rebuiced (Isa. 5:8).
God asked His people to repent but they insisted on celebration
on the eve of what they thought was their doom rather than
trust in Hani. They relied on horses and chariots (Isa. 31:1)
and carried their riches to Egypt whose help was wortliless (Isa.
30:6).
It was God who had removed the whole supply of bread and trater
when they turned away from Him to worship treasure and idols (Isa.
3:1). Punishment vxas predicted for those who increased wealth
greedily. They were reminded that God could make ten acres of
vineyare but one bath and a homer' of seed yield but an ephah when
increase in lands and wealth was not accomparded by justice
(Isa. 5:10).
God proroised that when the people had destroyed their im^ages
He i^ould give rain for the seed that was sovm so that the grain and
produce of the ground would be plenteous (Isa. 30:23). He promised
the wealth of Egypt and the merchandise of Ethiopia to His people
(Isa. Up''lh)' He promised the abundance of the sea and the i^ealth
of the nations to them as part of Plis covenant (Isa. 60:5). The
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prophet praised God as a stronghold to the poor, a stronghold to
the needy in liis distress (Isa.. ZS-h). Ho brought good tidings
for the afflicted and the poor (Isa. 6l:l).
In captivity the people were told by the Lord that redemption
does not require money (Isa. 52:3).
Much of the message of Isaicli can be sumraarized in, "Can
a woman forget her suclcling child, 'that she have no compassion on
the son of her womb? Sven these may forget yet I will not forget
you" (Isa. 1;9:15)- i0.though God had punished the Israelites for
their td.ckedness He could not forget His people nor their material
and spiritual needs.
Jeremiah . The prophet Jeramiah asked the righteous God why the
vri-Cked prosper and the treacherous thrive id.th the name of the Lord
on their lips but far from their hearts (Jer. 12:1, 2). He gives us
God's answer in the punishment predicted for the wicked people of
Judah. stated succinctly in Jeremiah 17:11. More specii'ically had had
this miessage from the Lord:
Woe to hiia who builds his house be unrighteous,
and his upper rooms by injustice:
ifho makes his neighbor serve hira for nothing,
and does not give hira his wages
who says, "I irill build m^rself a great house
with spacious upper rooras,"
and cuts out windows for it,
paneling it trith cedar,.
and painting it wi.th vermilion.
Do. you think you are a king because you coriipete in cedar?
Did not your father eat and drink
and do righteousness and justice?
Then it was well with him.
He judged the cause of the poor and needy;
then it iras; �well.
Is not tills to Ivnow me?
says the Lord.
But you have eyes and heart
only for your dishonest gain,
for shedding innocent blood,
and for pr<acticing oppression .and violence.
Therefoi-e thus says the Lord concerning Jehoiakim
the son of Josiah, king of Judah:
"They 'Shall not lament .i'or him, saying,
'Ah my brother I ' or 'Ah his majesty I '
With the burial of an ass he shall be buried,
dragged and cast forth beyond the gates of Jerusalem,''
(Jer. 22: 13-19)
The people in their prosperity did not listen to God (Jer. 22:21)
As a result they were to be punished (Jer. 22:22).
God promised' His goodness to the remnant of Israel. He
promised to give them grain, vjine, oil, flocks, herds and gardens
(Jer. 31:12).
Because. Moab depended on its woi-ks and treasixres it also was
to be destroyed (Jer. Ii8: 7,8).
The prophet said that God can reiaove treasures. He can destroy
>7ith famine and disease those who disobey Kim (Jer. 27:8). He
punishes by sending some .-to the sword, some to famine 3Jid others to
captivity. Because the people of Judah did not obey God by giving
lasting liberty to their slaves, the prophet pronounced for them
horrible captivity as purxishment (Jer. 3U:13-22).
The prophet recognized that not only are many evils the
punishment for disobedience but sin also keeps people from enjoying
good things (Jer. 5:21;, 25).
3J4
Lamentations. God's chosen people did not obey Him. They
sinned and God sent them into captivity. Ifebuchadreazar, the King
of Babylon, took thousands ..of Jews to Babylon, After killing King
Zedekiah's son before his eyes, he then put out the king's eyes.
Tlie princes of Judah were also slain (o'er. 52:8-11). Some poor
people w^erelleft in Judah. The book ox Lamentations describes the
conditions of the attack and its after effects.
The tongue of the nursling cleaves
to the roof of its mouth for thirst;
the children beg for food,
but no one gives to them. (Lara. Ii.:Ij.).
It is written about cTudah:
Her foes have become the head
her enejiiies prospe^-
because the Lord has made her suffer
for the multitude of her transgressions
her children have gone away,
captives before the foe (Lam. 1:5).
The nation coromitted sin and disi-egarded the warnings of the
prophets of God. His judgment came upon the nation which suffered
spiritually and lost all its material possessions,
Ezekiel, God said that because Israel had rebelled against
His ordinances and had not walked in His statues (Ezek. 5:6) He
would bring famine, x-d-ld beasts, pestilence and the svrord upon thera
(Ezek. 5:17)- Their silver and gold would not be able to deliver than
in the day of the wrath of the Lord.
The false prophets of Israel prophesied out of their oim rainds
(Ezek. 13:2). They had pretended to have been sent by the Lord
(Szok. 13:6). Because they had done; so they would not be able to
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return to the larjd of Israel nor would thej be enrolled with the
house of Israel (Ezek. 13:9). The daughters of the people
prophesied out of their owTa minds. For them also punishment was
predicted (Ezek. 13:17-23). The T'lrath of God against those who
disobeyed Him was desczdbed best by Ezekiel in this passage:
Son of man, when a land sins against me by acting
faitlilGssly, and I stretch out my hand against it, and
break its staff of bread and send famine upon it, and cut
off from it man and beast, l[i 'even if these three men,
Noah, Daniel, and Job, were in it, they would deliver but
their oi-m lives by their righteousness, says the Lord God
(Ezek. 1^:13, Hi-).
The Lord said that if a man is righteous and does what is
lawful and right and does not oppress anyone, restores to the debtor
his pledge, commits no robbery, gives his bread to the hungiy and
covers the naked with a garment, does not lend at interest, wi-thholds
his hands from iniquity, executes justice between man and man, he
shall surely live (Ezek. 118:5-9). But he who does not do these
things shall surely die (Ezek. 18:10-13).
For dishonest gain the princes, priests and prophets did violence
to the law of God (Ezek. 22:25-28). For this punishment was given.
(Ezek. 22:31).
The heart of the prince of Tyre becane proud in iiis wealth.
The prophet pronounced upon him also the judgment of the Lord
(Ezek. 28:5, 7).
The judgment of God was also pronounced against those shepherds
of Israel who had been feeding theraselves and not the sheep. No
longer- would they be able to feed even themselves (Ezek. 3lt:2, 10).
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God promised that when the Israelites would turn to Him
He would give thera grain in abundance and lay no famine upon them
(Ezek. 36:?3, 29).
Daniel . In the book of Daniel it is written that God "changes
times and seasons; he removes kings and sets up kings; he gives
wisdom to the wise and knowledge- to those who have understanding"
(Dan, 2:21), God controls the affairs of this world, God enthrones
kings. Kings have many material possessions along with the kingdom,
Hosea, Hosea prophesied that Israel's sins of swearing, lying,
killing , stealing and committing adultery (Hos, ^:2) would bring
punishment on both the people and the priests. They would eat, but
not be satisfied; they would play the harlot but not multiply (Hos, k:
Ephraim is described as having strayed from God and foxind themselves
gashing theraselves for grain and wine (Hos, 7:11-1^).
Ephraim had spurned the good; the enemy would pursue him
(Hos. 8:3). They raade kings and appointed princes without God and
made idols of silver and gold for themselves. As a result the sowed
the wind and reaped the whirlwind. Their standing grain had no heads
and it wovild yield no meal; if it were to yield, aliens would devour
it (Hos. 8'A-7). Concerning Ephraim it is also written that all his
riches can never offset the guilt he has incurred (Hos. 13:8, 9).
As a result of their disobedience to God the Hebrews . suffered much.
If they had obeyed God He would have blessed them.
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Joel. .^Ifter the people turned away from God, their harvest
perished and their vines withered. Their cattle had no pasture.
Thej;- were told by the prophet that if they repented and turned to
God He might send to them blessing (Joel 13, lU). The Lord
promised to send grain, idne, oil so that they would be satisfied
and not be a reproach among the nations (Joel 2:19). Here again
the emphasis is on the relationsliip between the Hebrews and their
God. Obedience brought blessings; disobedience brought cui'ses.
iimos. Israel sold the righteous for silver and the needy for
a pair of shoes (Amos 2:6), Tliey trampled upon the poor and took
from them extractions of x^rheat; they afflicted the righteous and
took bribes (Amos 5:11? 12) and comroitted raany other sins. God
said that He would punish them (Araos 5:16-20).
The rich women of Bashan oppressed the poor, crushed and
demanded from their husbands xdnelto drinic (Mos i+rl). The Lord said
that they XTOuld be taken axmj into captivity (Amos ]4.:2, 3)-
The Lord punished Israel by causing lack of bread, by with
holding rain, by laying waste gardens and vineyards, by sending
them a pestilence and by slaying their young men x-d.th the sword. But
they did not return to Hira (Amos Ii.:6-10), let, God proriiised them
that if they would seek good and hate evil and establish justice,
it might be that He x-rould be gracious to the r-emnant of Joseph
(Mos 9:10) but thax:- a day woxild come when the remnant would be re
planted and made prosperous (Anos 9:11-15).
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Obadiah. The prophet predicted, idora's fall because of the
pride of liis heart (Qb. 1:3) and part of the punLstoaent was to
be the pi]J.aging of the treasures of Esau (Ob. 1:6).
Jonah. Mien the people of Nineveh repented God did not
destroy them. He told Johah that He did not want to destroy one
hundred and twenty thousand persons who did not know the right
hand from the left (Jon. l|.:ll). As punisliraent for their sins God
would have destroyed the people of Nineveh along VJith their material
possessions. They repented and He forgave them alloi^jing them to
retain their abundant material possessions,
Mcah. About Jerusalem and Scimaria the prophet l-licah said:
Woe to those who devise wickedness
and vrork evil upon their beds I
Ivhen the morning dawns they perform it,
because it is in the power of their hand (Mic. 2:1).
Such men coveted the houses and fields of others and seized
them, oppressing the owners. The Lord said He vjould punish them
and they would be utterly ruined (Mc. 2:2-li.)�
'Ihe rulers of the house of Israel did not laiov?' justice. They
hated good and loved evil. They tore the skin off God's people and
the flesh from their bones. They sold judgments for bribes. Tne
priests taught for hire and the prophets divined for money. God
said that because of all this wickedness Jerusalem vrould become a
heap of inrLns (Fic. 3:1.-12).
God vj-anted them to do justice and love kindness and to walk
humbly before Him (Mc 6:8;). But the vricked kept the treasures of
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T-ri-Ckedness, the rich were fu21 of violence and all told lies
(File, 6:10-12).
They wronld be punished. They would be made desolate because
of their sins. They vrould eat but not be satisfied; they vjould
sow but not reap3 they would tread grapes but not drinic vrine
(Flic. 6:13-15).
Nahum. Tlie people of Nineveh began to viorshiro graven images
and turned avray from God . and they were punished accordingly
(Nail. 1:1)4), ihe shatterer came and hosts viere slain. Others
fled, not pausing to talce with them gold or silver (Nah. 2:1-9).
Iheir disobedience' of God brought their punishment. But they realized
that life is more precious than gold and silver and so fled leaving
their possessions If they had obeyed and vrorshipped God He would
have let them continue to enjoy their possessions.
Habakkuk, ' The prophet Habakl-cuk asked God vrhy He was not saving
hira frora violence and described the perversion of justice (Hab.
1:2-U). 'The Lord shovred hira a vision that the righteous shall live
by faith but that he vrhose soul is not upright shall fail. He viill
be like a raan vrho heaps up what is not his ovrn. He has plundered
nations so he also will be plundered (Hab. 2:1)., 6, 8).
The prophet realized that he rmist vrait for the judgment of the
Lord xxhich would be delivered in the Lord's ovm tirae.
He sang:
I hear and my body trembles,
my lips quiver at the $ound:
rottenness enters into my bones.
ho
steps totter beneath me,
I tdll quietly wait for the day of -trouble
to come upon people Tfno invade us.
Though the fig tree do not blossom,
nor fruit be on the vines,
the produce of the olive fail
and the fields yield no food,
the flock be cut off from the fold
and there be no herd in the s'talls,
yet I >jill rejoice in the. Lord,
I mil joy in the God of my salvation. (Hab. 3:l6-l8).
This prophet took joy in the Lord whether he had material
possessions or not,
Zephaniah. The people left God and began to worsiiip the host
of heaven. They did violence and fraud so God said He would punish
them id-th plunder of their goods, the building of houses in which
they would not live and the failure to drinic >ri.ne from the vineyard
(Zeph, 1:13)'. Neither their silver nor their gold v/ould be able to
deliver them on the day of the v;rath of the Lord (Zeph. I:l8),
Haggai, Tne people lived in nice houses but the house of
the Lord lay in ruin. Yet, through the prophet Haggai the Lord reminded
the people that although they lived in fine houses they reaped
little of what they sowed, w^ere never fall of eat and drinic, were
never warm enough and seemed to put their x-rages in bags with holes
(Hag, 1:6). This was interpi-eted to be because of failure to build
the house of the Lord which they were now commanded to build (Hag.
1:7-11),
The people built the house of the Lord and the Lord said,
"From this day on I xiill bless you" (Hag. 2:19).
^1
The house of the Lord was not so beautiful as that built
in the days of King Solomon but the I,ord told thera that the
silver and gold were His and so the splendor of this house would
be greater thin that of the former (Hag ?:8-9). In this see
that material possessions belong to God-, Ke gives to who~-30-ever
He wishes . He who needs material possessions should reo^uest them
fro.Ti God
Zechariah. The Lord God said that He was jealous for Zion
and that He would return to it The Lord told the "remnant" thst
even thotigh their forefathers had provoked Rim He would be Idnd to
them. There would be a sovjxng of peace, the vine would yield its
fruit, the ground would give increase and the oeople would possess
all things (Zech 8:1?).
Hslachi. To many devout Jews the end of the Babylonian
captivity had seemed a proraise that the glorious messianic age was
just at hand; that the nation would soon recover the variished glory
of the days when LJa^ri-d: ruled In righteousness and power (Jer. 23:596);
that the land, vrould beco.Tie irdraculously fruitful and the rain would
never fail to corae x^hen needed (Ezek- 3^� ?6-.30� Isa. .klzlQ^ 1$) .
But the realities were very different- A srasll portion of the nation
returned and the land they came to was rocky and unproductive. The
effort raerely to keep body and soul together required so nuch energ7/l
"^Robci-t C Dentan "Malachi; Introduction, �� The Interpreter's
Bible , (New York : Abingdon Press , I956 ) , VI, , 1118 .
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that none was left for such an iinportant project as rebuilding
the teinple. The people were, discouraged and they began to ask
such questions as where x<ra.s the God of justice (Mai. 2:1?), how
had God loved them (Mai. 1:2) and what was the use of worshipping
God (Hal. 3:1'^).
Malachi's. answer was that the hard conditions of the time
were largely due to their disloyalty to God and neglect of His
service. He said that they insulted God by offering their tithes
and offerings and by not keeping His statues (Mai 3:7, 8). The
prophet described to them how the.y may test the goodness of the
Lord.
.. Bring the full tithes, into the storehouse, that
there may be food in my. house; and thereby put me to the
test, says the Lord of hosts, if I will not open the
windpws of heaven for you and pour, doxm for you an over
flowing blessing. 11 I will rebuke the devourer for you,
so that it xvT.ll not destroy the fruits of yotir soil;
and your wine in the field shall not fail to bear, says
the Lord of hosts (Mai. 3:10, 11),
Summary. In the books of the prophets we find the earnest
effort which these raen made to bring about right relationships
betx-yeen God and His people. The people were reminded that God
does not x^ant offerings which are vain when the people continue to
do evil. But if the people obey God and bring offerings Re xdll
give so many blessings there will not be enough storage space,
God is the. source of all spiritual and material blessings. He
enthrones and removes kings.
Trust in raateidal possessions cannot save Israel. Only
God can save. Redemption does not cost money. Silver and gold
cannot deliver the people in the day of the xrrath of God.
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Disobedience brings famine, sword and captivity as "ounish-
ment. If the people repent, God forgives and saves them from
destruction.
Wealth is a teinptation. It leads men away from God. Even
some prophets forgot God and begin to prophecy for money. They
will be punished) by God.
Those who oppress and rob the poor and do injustice will
also be punished.
SUMARI OF OLD TESTMENT IDEilS
REGARDING MATERIAL POSSESSIONS
The Chief Possessor. Tho earth with everything in it
belongs to God who crea'ced it. It is God who gives material
possessions whether they be land, gold, silver, cattle, children,
rain, grain, -wine, oil, gardens, or anything else, God also gives
the power to enjoy wealth.
It is God who takes away material possessions when man
is not worthy of thes.
It is God who enthrones and removes kings. The rich
material blessings enjoyed by those in high places may be retained
only by remairdng worthy of the position.
Throughout the Penteteuch .and the historical books we see
the close relationship between worthiness in the eyes of God and
the receipt of. blessings.
In the poetical books this relationship is exalted along
with a questiorAng in a few of the Psalms as to why the tsdcked prosper.
There is also .an effort in the book of Job to cause Job to question
God when all^that he had was taken away. Job maintained his position
that all is God's and so it is God's .right to give or take away;
what is important is that man 'trust God and not curse Him,
Relationship With God. It is in the Penteteuch that we find
the ."lost attention given to God as Creator and as the God of the
Hebrews making His Covenant vjith xJaem^ a Covenant the keeping of
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which was the responsibility of both God and His people, Vihatever
His people needed the Creator xjould give .so long as the La-w estab
lished between them was fulfillGd. This Law x-ras minute,
containing coimnands for personal and social relationships also.
But central and .essential XN^as the command that man reust serve God.
All five books . of the Pentateuch reinterate this close relationship
of obedience resxilting in blessing, disobedience resulting in
punishment as we, trace through the generations of Abraham, Isaac,
Jacob, Joseph and finally Moses.
When man trusts in God and obeys His corriraands God rexcards
x^ith material as xjcll as spiritual blessings. But x-rhen man turns
away from God to xAcked x<rays, to violence, to worship idols and
other sins
. God, .takes away the material possessions He has given.
Disobedience of,,God brings famine, disease, the sword, pestilence
and captivity. ,
Wealth car^iot buy redemption nor deliver from the wrath
of God. It is dangerous in that it can be a cause for forgetting
God. The wicked.may see-Ti to increase their xo-ealth but they perish
spiritually. .Their prosperity earned by wickedness causes their
destruction. Wealth does not last forever. VJhen a rich man dies
he carries .nothing xjith hiiu. Preoccupation vrith wealth may cause
the destruction ,of the poor also.
God not oziLy prord-ses blessinf^s in .return for obedience
bud also expects man to .work six out of the seven days He has
given him. The seventh day is the Lord's and the command is to
rest on that day.
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In the historical books the emphasis carried throughout
the Pentateuch is continued. Jehovah is the god of the Hebrews
and He blesses them, withholds from them, or- takes ax'jay from
thera in accordance to the obedience and . honor, .which they render
Him in occupying the land of Canaan and establishing themselves
as a oeople, A new note is the recognition by a heathen king
that the God of the Hebrews is the God of heaven viho had given
him the kingdoms on the barth.
In .the prophetic books there is strong emphasis on the
need for man and. the nation to maintain a close relationship with
God. Throughout the difficult times of Israelite history the
prophets re.roinded the people that God x-rill give possessions in
return for obedience but trust must not be placed in them.
Offerings must, be given to God but along with giving offerings they
must do good.
Relationship VJith Others . In the Law given to the Hebrews
by God there are instructions for how man is to live ..n relation
ship with others in order to enjoy blessing. He is not to covet
their possessions. He is to do justice. He is to help the poor.
In .the. historical books we see an increasing emphasis on
man expressing, his relationship with God through his dealings mth
other people- This is seen particularly in the accounts of David..
The prophets continued to remind the people that those
who oppress arji rjab the poor and do .injustice will be punished.
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There is much in the poetical books ^ particularly Proverbs
and Eoclesiastes concerning man's relationship with other men.
This is expressed in short sayings full of meaning. One such
saying expresses the thought of simple food in a house of peace and
love being better than rich food with strife and injustice. Another
ssys that a poor man walking in integriuj'- is better than a liar
or rich man perverse in his x-rays.
Attitude Tox^ard Possessions. In the Pentateuch and his
torical books it seems to be assumed that..material possessions
are desirable and that having them is a reflection of one's right
relationship to God.
Hoxvever, in the later books, particularly in the poetical
books the attitude is not so simple. Riches can be a cause for
forgetting God. poverty also raay -oervert the mind from God. One
should not set one's heart on riches. Man should put his trust in
God and not in raaterial possessions for all things belong to God
and it is He x-fno gives or takes away Wealth does not last forever.
A rich man can carry nothing with him.
Man is to honor the Lord vrith his substance and first fruits.
Man is not to expect blessing in direct answer to prayer without
working. This, is emphasized in '-aany of the verses of Proverbs.
There are several noteworthy different e^nphases - The
writer of Eoclesiastes was not. concerned that wealth bs received.
To him all worldly possessions were vanity.
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The writer of Proverbs prayed to be given neither riches
nor poverty whereas, Deuteronomy and Malachi promise great wealth
in return for obedience to God,
The, prophet Obadiah said he would believe God whether he
received material blessings or not.
Thus we find in the Old Testament at the heart of its
teaching the acknowledgment of God ss Creator j Bostower and Chastiser
with material blessings being one of the means used to shovz His
pleasures or anger.
We find essential fea attitude of trust and obedience to
ward God and adherence to the Law in dealings with others.
There is ;a developing recognition that the possession of
material blessings is not, the most important thing but one's
attitude toX'Tard possessing them. Riches ai'o not condemned. Poverty
is not coxinted blessed. Righteousness is expressed in terras of
obedience to the commands of the Lord and blessings are to be
received by the righteous man.
CHAPTER VI
THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS
Poverty o� Josus, Many have Insisted that Jesus was
a poor man and for this reason Christians ought also to be poor.
"Poverty is a state to be venerated as such, because it v?as
Christ's state, ""^
It is. also commonly thought that His parents. w.ere poor.
His parents were not rich but they had. sufficient material posses
sions. They went to Jerusalem every year for the feast of the
Passover. "The annual pilgrimage frora Galilee to Jerusalem was
not to be undertaken by a family without, money."'
There was no necessity for Jesus to be poor. He could
multiply five loaves to feed thousands and He could heal people
whose relatives must have given money which went, to .the .bag ciarried
by Judas � Jesus did say that the Son of Man. had nowhere to lay His
head (Luke 9:58) but Plagary says that His homelessness was not
because of poverty but because of the mssion Ho had taken upon
Himself. He, was a skilled workraan. Until .He left His home to take up
an itinerant preaching raissionj it is reasonable to assume that He
was quite able to provide a decent living for Himself and those who
were dependent , on Hira . 3
The disciples also were not poverty-stricken. Four of the
discioles called by- Jesus w^ere fishermen. They could afford to hire
-^Pie-Rajrmond Regaray, Poverty; An Essential Element '� in the
Christian Lifey trans. Rosemary Sheed (New York: Sheed and Ward,
195017?^ 27-
2Alvin S. Magary, S_aints Without Halos (Nashville; Abingdon-
Cokesbury Press, 1951)9 P. 64. j5Hagary, o^, cit . ^ p, 64.
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laborers for their business. Magary. writes, "Moreover there were
boats, nets, and other equipment which represented capital."^
The Importance of P':ysical Need. VPnile some emphasize a
necessity for poverty, others emphasize that man should not be
concerned x-dth having a noed for the material. There has been a
tendency to interpret, "Man sh,:.ll not live by bread alone, but
by every word that proceeds from the mouth of God" (Matt. 4:4-) as
meaning that bread is not needed at all. The two go hand in hand.
Bread alone is not enough, nor is the W f God alone enough so
long as soul and body are united. This is not to iircit God or
His work but it is a law of God which nay be called His self-
imposed limitation. Nowhere in the Bible do we find any record
that a man was hungry and God spoke His word causing the hunger to
disappear. ..On.the other hand, the Bible is full of examples where
God provided bread by His word. Therefore, we may conclude that
bread is a necessity.
The. soul,; -x-ihile the person is on this earth, cannot be
separated from the body. It is the contention of Hugh Price Hughes
that some earnest Christians are so diligently engaged in saving
soxils- that they have no time to save men and women. -5
Those who hold that Christianity is limited to the saving
of soxils ignore the fact that Christianity is a religion of .body and
^Ibid.
�^Hugh Price Hughes, Social Christianity; Sermons Delivered
in St. James Hall, London (New York: Fxink Vilagnalls , n. d. ), p. ??�
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soiil in indissoluble unity. Redeemed, man must play his part in
history as redeemed man until his Master calls him, freeing him from
the toils of time.^
As illustration of the fact that Jesus never despised
the physical needs of men, Rauschenbusch reminds us that Jesus
healed the sick, fed the m-Htitudes, asked for food for the little
girl when He restored her to life, was proud that His disciples
lacked for nothing and taught them a prayer including supplication
for daily bread. Jesus was too human and too wise to belittle the
physical foundations of human- life but to Him eating and drinking
were not the end of life.' He was concerned for all the needs of
man. He even fed thousands of hungry people when there was no
other provision for their need (Matt. 14:13-21; 15:32-39; Mark 6;
35-^; 8 s1-9 1 Luke 9:1?-17).
Satan and Provision for Fulfillment of Need, Satan took
Jesus to a high mountain and show^ed Him all the kingdoms of the
world and the glory of them, prorr.ising to give them all to Jesus if
He would fall dox-m and worship, him. But Jesus answered, "It is
written, 'You shall worship the Lord your God and him only shall you
serve'" (Matt. 4:10). Here is a hint that Satan too can give
�Lester De.Koster, ^^oirimunism and .Christian Faith (Grand
Rapids: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 195'ST7 p. 5^�
''''waiter Rauschenbusch, Christianizing the Social Order
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1913), p. o2.
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material possessions to those who worship him. It is also true
that he is a liar and the father of lies (John 8:44b) because
experience shows, and the Bible says, that the vricked prosper. It
is also recorded that the whole world is in the power of the evil
one (1 John 5:19). We knovr that the earth and everything in it
is the Lord's (Ps, 24:1) and that every good endownent and every
perfect gift is from above, coming down from the father (James 1:1?).
But there seems to be some way in which Satan also can give material
things to those who oppose God,
Sjiaring _of^Material Possessi_ons, .Jesus said,. "Give to him
who begs from you and do not refuse him who would borrow from you"
(Matt, 5:^?). Kartin Luther found difficulty in understanding this
verse. So did Leo Tolstoy. The words of Jesus must be interoreted
wiuh the help of Jesus' words, Ouherwise one gets into difficulties,
Jesus taught His disciples to pray for their daily bread (Matt.
6:11), Jesus did say, "Give to him who begs from you," but He also
said, "Be wise as serpents" (Matt. 10:16), and "Do not throw jom-
pearls before swine" (Matt. 7:6). When Jesus was . hanging on the
cross" (Matt. 27:40)^ They wanted to see another miracle, .At that
time Jesus did not give them what they asked because it...was not in
harmony with the puroose for which He was sent. He also did .not give
permission to the disciples 'to burn a village (Luke 9:5^). The
mother of James and John begged that her sons might be seated with
Jesus when He came into His kingdom, one on His right and one on His
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left. Jesus did not give, her .what she .asked.
Jesus said that alms should be given not for the purpose of
shoxdng charity before men but to serve God (ilatt, 6t2-k)� The
stress here is not on the act of giving alms but on the motive for
act. If the motive of charity is to serve God then the aim would
be to make the recipients independent. Jesus spoke of God as the
father in heaven. lAlhat father would not T-jsnt his children to have
enough of everything they need?
From earliest days Christians recognized they must care
for the poor. The easiest way to do this was through philanthropy.
In the early days the Church did not have enough leverage on society
to bring, about social change. But philanthropy is dangerous in
that it may block economic change by raalcing sensitive Christians
complacent in the face of uiinecessary poverty ,8 The motive is then
salving of conscience and self-glory. If the motive is to give
glory to God, then charity would help eradicate poverty, Richard
T, Ely says, "It is meritorious to- build hospitals and reformatories.
9
It is far better to diminish the need of these ins-citutions . "
Thomas Carter says of John Wesley that his charity .was not
simply the res-alt of a sympathetic sentiment that wonld satisfy itself
o
John C. Bennett, Social Salvation (Kew York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1935), pp. ?7, ?8.
Richard T. Eley, Social Aspects of Chris-tia.nity (New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell & Company Publishers, 1889), p. 89.
in dealing out alms; Wesley was among the first to see that in
giving our money to people we may be actually robbing them of their
manhood. Hence he set about to prevent as well as to palliate,
the ills of poverty.
�^'^
Jesus said of giving that if something is given to the poor
and needy it is actually given to Him (Matt, ?^t^0). He also
said that if a man gives of his possessions he shsll receive even
a greater measure frora God. .(li^ke 6:3S), Jesus said of the widow
who put two copper coins into the treasury that she had given more
than all. He looked at the reotive behind the giving. He calculated
by the ability to give ra.ther than by the amount she p-ave.
The Pharisees gave tithes. But they had forgotten the
meaning of the tithe. They kept the letter of the law although the
spiritual meariing had long since fled. The idea of stewardship
had faded. There was no realization of God*s ownership of either
. 11
poverty or persons.
Jesus said, "Love your neighbor as yourself (Mark l?t3l).
If this Gommandraent is followed then either all Christians will be
poor or they will have enough for their needs becaups- those vrith
plenty wi3JI share x^rith others,
l^Thomas Carter, John Vfesley as_ a Philanthr^^ and the
Social Mission of Methodism ('Bress unloiox-rn, 1905), p. 8-
�'-"^rna C. Brovm, Jesus Teaching- on the Use of ll2Jj^~
Nashville: Cokesbury Press, 19?^j ^ p� 44,
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Henry Clark says that the Christian case against ooverty
is grounded in the biblical ..teaching about love of neighbor as the
fruit of God's love for His children and about each person's
responsibility for his brothers in the fanl].y of man, The
stewardship that Jesus teaches is not mere devotion of cart of one's
wealth. It is the devotion of life itself/"^
The Christian may say that if he loves his neighbor as
well as himself his 'necessities are as important as the neighbor's
necessities- But he can also say that his comforts are not ss
important as the neighbors 's necessities nor his luxuries as iri-
14
portanu as his neighbor's coT'ifor-bs, Neighbor love renders
sacrifice easy. If he loves as Christ loved him he vjill rejoice
that it is penaited him to give of goods, life, and all he has for
others."^ -5
Harnack wrote that until the thirteenth century clergy
and monks alike belonged to the ruling classes. The services they
rendered and their philanthropic works were not usually deterrained
by brotherly love but by a desire to maintain their economic ' .
position as lords and patrons.
�^^Henry Clark^ The Christian C^S� .MSiSli (New York:
Association Press-, 1965),. p, 14,.
�^^Harry F. Ward, Poverty and ];iealth, ed. Henry H. Meyer
(New York: The Methodist Book Concern, 1915) s p. 81,
14-,., . .
^Ijy 22.' ��i-> P�
^^Ibid., p, 38,
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The church continued to teach an attitude toward -property -the very
opposite of that adopted by itself and hid this inconsistency uhder
the fiction that it was the embodiment,, of charity. The Church
could not fight vigorously against involuntary poverty as an evil
when it de-clared voluntary ooverty to be a blessing, �^^
Out of his experiences in the sluras of Harlem Stringfellow
says that conventional charity ca'n cope only partially, imperson
ally, temporarily, piecem.eal with the issues which assail the poor.
He,.SA�s, becoming ,and, being, a Christian as having the extraordinary
freedom , to share the burdens of . the daily, common, ambiguous,
.transcient,, perishing exi,ste,nce of, men, even to the point of taking
the place of another man whether he' be, powerful or weak, in health
or in sickness, clothed or naked, educated or illiterate secure or
persec-uted, complacent, or despondent, proud
'
or -"orgotte-n, housed or
homeless,- fed or hungry, at liberty or in prison, young or old, white
17
or Hegro, ricn or poor.
The Importance of Treasure. There are those who claim that
Jesus said, "Do not l3.y up treasures on earth." Jesus did not say
that. The recorded statement is, "Do- not lay up for yourselves
treasures on earth" (Matt. 6;19). It is -when treasures are laid up
�^^Adolph Harnack and Vilhelm Herrmann, Essays on the Social
Gosoel, trans. G,M, Craik, ed. Maurice A. Canney (New Tork: G, P.
Putnam's So-ns, 1907), P- 40,
�^'^William Stringfellow, 'i^ t^SSlS. 1?� the Enemy (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1964), op. 31, 32.
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for one's self that one begins to serve mannon.
Money becomes an end in itself when it shoiild really be a
means to an end. People are deceived by it until it becones
their master and all other values in life are throttled under
the dictatorship of money.
Jesus said, "Tou cannot ser-ve God. and raannon*' (Matt. Ss^ii-).
He did not say that men should not have sufficient food, clothes,
and other necessities of life� He said that God feeds the birds
of the air and He x-orould feed raan (Matt. bi2.6)% that God clothes
the wild flowers , why would He not cloths;/ man. Most important,
Jesus put these sayings in proper perspective by Svaying, "Seek
first his kingdoiii and his. righteousness, and all these things shall
be yours as well" (Matt, 6^33), As a result, "The Chi'istian
should be so dedicated and trustful in divine providence as to be
free from petty anxieties with x-rhich most people are preoccupied
(Matt. 6:18-34),
The Kirigdorg of Heaven, In speaking of the Kingdom of
Heaven Rauschenbusch observes, "The Kingdo^n of God deals not only
x^ith the imrfiortal souls of men, but. .with, their bodies, their
nourishment, their homes, ...the.!r cleanliness and it makes those who
serve these fundamental needs of life veritable ministers of God,"-''
Leslie B, Flynn, Your God and Your Gold (Grand Rapids 2
Zondervan Publishing House, ISbl) p, 19.
19George jlllen Turner, The Vision Which Transforms (Kansas
Gityi Beacon Rill Press, 1964)5, p. 90.
2%auschenbuseh, Christiariislng the Social Order, p. 99,
He adds, "Property is a means of grace and none can experience a
full salvation without it."-^'-^
The.- narrative of the rich young riiler has been inter
preted by mary to mean that Jesus was against wealth because He
said to t.he young man, "Go, sell what you nossess and .give to the
poor, and you x>?lll have tre.asure in heaven"^ (Matt, 19j21).
Rauschenbusch interprets this advice as being concerned raerely with
the youngs rsan's soul. He realized that wealth is apt to grow
stronger than the man who, owns it, causing him to lose moral and
spiritual freedom in being concerned sols.ly with the s.bundance of
things and not wdth the kingdom of God, Jesus did not ask the
young man to hand over his 'oroperty to the common purse as the Church
later did. He asked him to turn the proceeds from sale of his
property back 'to social usefulness ana. come dovm to the common level.
� 2?
The i'vingdon is a fellowship of jus.tice, equality and love,
Clement of Alexandria wrote that the rich young ruler did
not really wish for life but had raerely clothed himself with the
reputation of having a good purpose. He was busy about msny things
but the one thing, the work of life, he was powerless to perform,
-Jesus bade him banish -from his soul his opiraons concerning wealth,
the feeling for it, the excessive desire, -the passionate and diseased
excitem^^nt concerriing it, the cares .and thorns of earthly life which
^'^Ibid,, p.. 341.
�^%alter Rauschenbusch, Chris11anity and. the .Social Crisis
(Hew York: The Macmillan Company, IoSt),!)?. 74077,
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choke the seed of true life.
VJhen Jesus said hoxj hard it would be for those who have
riches to enter the.kingdora of God the disciples were amazed
(Mark 10:?4) and astonished (Mark 10s''6). If Jesus had taught
that the pbor x^oxild enter the kingdom or if the disciples them
selves had been poor they would have been very happy to hear His
statement. Instead they were amazed and asked, ""Who then can be
saved?" (Mark 10: ?6). VJhen Jesus had answered their question
Peter said, "Lo, we have left everything and follovxed you" (Mark 10:
28). Jesus answered that no one had left house or brothers or
sisters or father or mother or children or lands for His sake who
would not receive "a hundred fold now in this time, houses and
mothers and children and lands, with persecutions, and in the age
to come eternal life" (Mark 10:30).
Use of Money. Jesus did not tell man to sell all he had
and follox^ him. He did not say it to Zacchaeus nor to the rich
xvomen who served Him, nor to His disciples, nor to- Nicodemus .
In Matthew Chapter 25 it is recorded that Jesus taught.
regarding the feeding of the hungry, giving drink to the thirsty,
clothing the naked and taking in the homeless and V3.siting the sick
and those in prison. Clement of Alexandria asks hox\r each man
coxold do these things (under 'threat of fire and outer darkness for
^^'�lordaunt P. Barnard (trans,), A Homily of Clement of
Alexandra entitled Who Is the . Rich Man That is Being Saved (London:
"Society for Promoting Christian Knox^ledge, 1901), pp, 27, 28.
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failing to do so), if he were already in want of these things.
He adds that Jesus himself received the hospitality of Zacchaeus
and Levi who were rich men and publicans and did not bid them give
up their wealth. He did ask them to execute justice in judgment.
In reality, Jesus praises the use of wealth in the fellowship of
sharing with the thirsty, hungry and homeless and naked. It is
necessary to have wealth to satisfy these needs. The Lord could
not ask us to give up wealth so that x-je ourselves are poor and at
the sarae time to satisfy the needs of the poor. VJhat is important
is to use wealth to benefit neighbors also, to use it righteously.
Wealth in itself cannot be said to be good or evil. The blame
2,4
must be placed on him who used it well or badly.
Margery says that poverty'- is no pathway to God, It may be
hard for a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven but it is not
easy for the man whose wife and children suffer want. A man does
25
not yearn for heaven when he is hungry.
Riches can be misused also. The servant who, -received one
talent misused it (Matt. 25:14-30), It can be used to bribe, to
26
'tempt, to seduce, to poison,, to damn,
'
.l\Ihen m^oney is being layed
out in costly apparrel which could othervTise have helped the poor,
24
Barnard, o�. cit. , pp,,.-32�34�
^%agary. Saints Without Halos ^ p. 70 �
^^Flsmn, Your God and Tour Gold, p. 22.
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one is depriving them of what God gave into our hands for their
�use.^'^
Money has its good uses. It is needed to buy the necessi
ties of life. CoiTumenting on the foolish rich ijian Rauschenbusch
says that if wealth is saved to raise and educate children or
achieve sorae social good, it deserves moral respect and admiration.
But if the acquisitive instinct is x^ithout social feeling or visions
and is centered on self, it gets no respect, at least from Jesus.
Modern x-restern man has much more goods than his forebears
but he has found that goods . bring care as well as happiness. He
has learned that goods do satisfy desire and that a steadily rising
minimxm of them is almost indispensable to survival in a mechanized
world. Finding the balance and keeping the right perspective is
the need. Speaking to rich men John Wesley said, "Dost thou imagine,
because thou doest not see God, that God doth not see thee? Laugh on;
play on; sing on; dance on; but for all these things God will bring
thee to judgment. "30
27'john V/esley. Sermons on Several Occasions, Vol, III,
(Nashville: E, Stevenson and F. A. Ox-xens, IS^JITT^ ^23
?8-
Walter Rauschenbusch, The Social Principles of Jesus
(New York: Association Press, 19TS7, p. 118,
29De Koster, Communism and Christian Faith , p, 105 ,
John Wesley, Sermons For Several Occasions, Vol. IV (Nash
ville: E. Stevenson and F, A, Owens, 1855)9 220.
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Wealth divides. It creates serni-human relations between
31
social classes.
One of these social -.classes is that of the poor. Jesus
said, "For you always have the t)oor with you but you,will not
always have lae" (Matt. 26:11). It is possible that orphans,
widows and disabled persons may, continually appear in society and
will need.help. But Jesus-.did.not, mean that there must always be
piiior people as a class,. He meant that he would soon be leaving
but the poor would remain needing the kindness which could be given
to them. 32
Some people interpret the statement about the poor always
being with- us as meaning that no serious endeavor should be made
to , get, rid -of poverty. In the parable of Dives and Lazarus Jesus
means to teach that a man may, have, riches and,all the comforts of
life and yet miss the kingdom of heaven whild a poor man, in spite
of (not because of) his poverty and misery vxa.y inherit eternal life.
31
Rauschenbusch, The Social Principles of J esus , p. 121.
32harold J. Belgum, Poverty and the Christian Conscience
"A Religious View of Poverty",. Statement of the Department 01
Social Action, February 28, 1964. National Catholic Welfare
Conference, I3I2 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W. Washington, D, C. p. 7
333d.win Lee Earp, Religious Social Aspects of Institu
tions (New York: Eaton. and Mavis, 1908), p. 101,
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Thus, the significance of Jesus' saying, "Te alx-xays have
the poor" is the description by the x<rriter of a symbolic action
on the part of Msry x\rhich is meant, to serve as a prophetic sign of
the iimiinence of Jesus' deaths It was therefore, a sacramental
action of theological. significance rather than an action intended
to be used as- a model for ethical conduct. It is hardly justi
fiable to take the verse out of context and use it as a general
maxira of ethics.
It is generally assumed that-..the discloles were poor,
Magary .says that the. distinction between the- "disciples" and the
"poor" appears thx-oughout the New Testa-ment thus shoxJing they xrere
not classified x-d.th the poor.'- He. gives ^ a number of incidents as
examples of this distinction; x-rhen the woman breaking the jar of
ointment (Matt. 26:6ff ) was . criticized by the disciples for not
giving it to the poor; vihen Judas x?as told to do quickly xfhat he
had to do and the disciples thought he was going to give something
to the poor (John 13:2); when the disciples x^o-ere amazed at the
difficulty the rich would have in: entering the. kingdom; when Jesus
forbade the disciples to take .,gald..-or . silver . with-.them' (Matt . 10:9).
In those days the .poor could not . have, afforded, to take x-xith them
gold or sxlver.
^^Henry Clark^ The Christian Case -Against Poverty (Kew York;
Association Press, 1965), p. 5^.
35j^2^ga.iy, o�. cit. , p. 66.
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Some people believe that Jesus" statement, "Blessed are
you poor, for yours is , the, kingdom . of God" (Luke 6:''0)5, means
poverty is the condition of salvation. Riches certainly can be
a hindrance to entering the kingdom, vJesley in one of his sermons
said:
l/hat a hindrance are riches to^^the very first fruit
of faith - namely, the love of Godl^'-
Riches are equally a hindrance to the loving our
neighbor as ourselves; that is, to the loving all man
kind as Christ loved us,-^/^
The moment the poor have the kingdom they; are no longer
poor for a.11 is added unto them. But this does not mean they must
be poor in order to enter the kingdom, Jesus nowhere said, "Unless
you are poor you will not enter the kingdom." Jesus also did not
say that all the poor will enter the kingdom and the rich will
remain outside. It may be easier for the poor to accept the gospel
because they are in want whereas the rich are self-satisfied and
are blind to their povertjT-, He who- has; no -attachment- to: riches is a
truly blessed man, not the one who cannot feed his children.
Moreover it is possible for the poor, to so lust after, riches .that
they forget about God. Poverty then becomes as much a hindrance as
riches .
Jesus said that the poor would be with us always. The
.word "always" used here is no more absolute than "forever" used
in Leviticus l6:3^ where it refers to the law for sacrifice
36john Wesley, Sermons on Several Occasions ^ Vol. IV
(Nashville: S Stevenson & F. A. Owen, l^SsTTT^l?
�^'^Ibid., p. 218.
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necessary to the Old Covenant but no longer needed when the law
was fulfilled in the coming of Christ,
To suppose that Jesus meant that poor neople must reraain
poor until eternity is no'c in harmony with the teaching of the
gospels where it is recorded that Jesus came to preach good news
to the poor. Telling the poor they must remain poor always is not
good news to them. To them the good news would be that their
wretched poverty can be removed. Jesus told them that if they sought
the kingdom and its righteousness they would get sufficient food,
clothing and the other necessities of life. Jesus did not say,
"Let us interpret it spiritually." He did not avoid the issue,
nor did He close His eyes to it, nor did Ee say, "I do not think
God can remove the poverty of the poor." Jesus also did not say,
"Unless you become poor you cannot enter the kingdom of heaven."
Relationship of Poverty to Salvation. Poverty, as simply
the lack of material possessions ^ has. no moral significance and
no relation to sin. But no condition , in life is so intimately
cdnnected with sin as poverty. It is the impelling motive for
many crimes. It produces conditions inirrlcal .to maintenance of
personal purity and moral restraint. It fosters many diseases
which in time beget more poverty. It is often directly due to sin
on the part of the poor or others. Defining poverty strictly is
difficult but the general conception is useful | it is the lack of
material necessities for proper living expecially food, clothing
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and shelter including heat.
Magary wrote, "To Jesus and his followers poverty was no
passport to heavenly favor, "39 ^j^,^ again, "The Christian way
of life calls for sacrifice, but it does not make for poverty,
Mary praised God for choosing her in her low estate and
in so choosing, for scattering the proud, putting down the
mighty, and exalting those of low degree x-rhile filling the htrngry
with good things and sending the rich away empty. Yet Mary does
not. say that on.ly the poor will receive mercy. Rather she says,
"And this merc3'" is on . all those who. fear .him". (Luke 1:50)-
The disciples toiled all night without catching any fish
but when Jesus told them to iout out into the deep and let davm
their nets for a catch, they obeyed and caught so many fish that
their nets were breaking (Luke 5�2ff), This was tangible oroof
that obedience to the word of the Son of God brings that which
is sought,
Jesus told His disciples to take heed and beware of all
covetousness for a man's life does not consist in the abundance of
his possessions (Luke 12:15). Then Jesus told the story of the
rich fool illustrating the fact that abundance of possessions in
"^^Lahman Forrest Bower, The Economic Waste of Sin (Kew
York: The Abingdon Press, 19?4) , p. 173,
�^%Iagary, on. cit,, p, 63,
^%agary, o�. cit, , p. 67
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this life does not assure salvation in the life to come any more
than on the human plane, Voltaire came to recognize that wealth
is not everything, Ke repeatedly said on his do'thbed to his
physician, "I'll give you half of what I am worth if you'll give
me six month of life! "
MONEY WILL BUY �
A bed but not sleep
Books but not brains
Food but not appetite
Finery but not beauty
A house but not a home
Medicine but not health
Luxuries but not culture
Amusements but not happiness
A crucifix but not a Saviour
A church but not a heaven,
Flynn also says that money cannot buy ancestry,, bliss,
character, gratitude, health, a baby^s smile, youth after it is
^3
gone, the love oi a good woman or entrance into heaven.
Jesus said, "For x�rhat mil it profit a man, if he gains
the whole world and forfeits his life? Or what shall a man give
in return for his life?" (Matt, l6s?6). A man's life is of more
value than all the world's riches. There is no comparison.
Jesus said that man's true x-rorth was to be determined, not by his
property noi' by his social position, but only and entirely by what
he was himself, by his mind and heart, Jesus said that; every man
as a man is greater than wealth or rank co'old ever make him.
^^Flynn, Your God and . Your Gold, p. 111.
^^ibid.,, p. 108. ^''3lbid.
^Hughes, Social Christianity p. 59,
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Idleness. It is x^^ritten of Jesus and His disciples that
they had no leisure. even to eat (Mark 6s 31). They worked hard.
They did not sit idle, Rauschenbusch . says , "Jesus took sides
with the group of toil. He. stood .up for thera.. .He stood with them."^^
Idl-,.r.ess is as ranch, a crirre. in. -the .rich as in the poor. It is
really a greater, crime for the poor received little and therefore
owe little, but the rich received rauch and so owe much. Not gold,
;, <
'-."^
but labor, produces food and clothing.
The parable of the talents may be used as an illustration
when teacbAng against idleness. It shows that use of money is
more -important then mere possession,. The, raan who did not use his
money was punished. The one who used the money entrusted to hira
for the glory of his master was rewarded.
Provision for Need in Answer to Prayer. Toward the end of
his ministry Jesus asked his disciples, ''"lA/hen I sent you out with
no p-'orse or bag or sandals did you lack anything?" They said,
"Nothing" (Luke 22:35). Thau is a good summary of the financial
state of the disciples of Jesus, They lacked nothing.
He told thera that the heavenly father knex-r their needs
(Matt, 6:8). He commanded thera to ask, seek and knock and they
woxold find (Matt. ?: 7, 8). He asked them to pray with faith and
^^Rauschenbusch, The Social Principles of Jesus, p. 40.
Thoraas Tiplady, Social Christianity in the Hew Era
(New York: Fleming H. Revell Co,, 1919), pp. 89, 90.
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nothing would be irapossible for them (Matt, 1?;?0)� He asked them
to pray believing that they, had received what they prayed for and
they would receive it (Mark 11 s4).
Pray,er has the power to bring about that, which money and
skill cannot. A woman had spent all her money, on doctors and was
not healed (Matt. 95?Off.). But on having faith in Christ she was
healed instantly .
No teaching is more olain about prayer bringing the filL-
fillment of hman needs than the ijords of Jesus, "Or what man of
you, if his son asks him for bread, .will give him a stone? Or if
he asks for, a, fish, will, give, him a serpent?" (Matt. 7:9 � 10),
Man's duty ,is to ask. Cod.will supply the answer to the need.
Sumary. Bisseker points out that on one hand Jesus'
conception of life is marked by a singular absence of stress upon
material wealth (Mark .6 .'8; Matt. 8s?0), Ee institutes a pointed
contrast between the passing treasure of earth and the incorruptible
treasure of heaven (Matt, 6sl9ff ? Luke 1?2?1, 33 I Mark 8t36, 10:?9,
30). He even speaks of the blessedness of poverty (Luke 6:?0) and
the unhappiness of riches (Luke 6s?4), He shows no trace of a belief
that temporal possession are an evil in themselves. His parables
seem to assume the right of the individual to hold and administer
wealth (Matt. ?5:l4�, Luke 19sl?, l6sl).. Within the circle of those
who proved true to. Him were included wealthy men and women. (Matt,
27:57; Luke 8:3; Luke 19:8). Zacchaeus apparently with His approval
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retains half of his goods. V/hsn he puts the prayer for daily
bread onto every man's lips, the right to live is assumed by
Him for every man.^^
Christ .waged no war against w'ealth. The rich raan was not
denounced on account of his riches. While some were advised to
sell their possessions, others received no such counsel. It
does not seem that Christ bore any ill will against the rich and
great. let, as a class, Christ regarded the rich as unfortunate.
To those who had x-realth He taught the highest use of wealth. By
expending money in helping the needy, they could lay up treasure
in heaven.^9
Sorae people insist that preachers should remain noor, using
in support of their argument the fact that when Jesus sent his
disciples to preach He. told them, not to carry anything with thera.
It is true that one time He forbad them to carry purses (Matt. lOs
9f ) but at another time He cominanded them to carry -ourses and bags
(Luke ^?06).
4?
Samuel E. Keeble (ed.). The Social Tes^^^dne of the
Bible, H. Bisseker, "The Social Teaching of the Synoptic Gospels",
(London: Robert Culley, 1909), p. 153.
^Ibid. , p. 157
^^Samuel M. Godbey, Tj.ie BlMe and the ?r�CLL_^^ of Poverty
(Kew'YorkJ Fleming H, Revsll cWoany, T908T7"pp. 136 9 137�
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Iv'hat was most impoi-'tant to Jes-as t-:ras th� inner nature of
the man. This iras exnressed as rauch in attitude towaxd^ and use
of, wealth as in other things. Jesus was concerned for both
the soiritual and the physical welfare of His ueople. In caring
for their phjrsical needs^ Ke showed , the relationship of the
spiritual to that need. In teaching men- to care for the physical
needs of others He showed it was their spiritual relationship
to Him which must determine their actions ,
CHAPTER VII
THE JOHANNINE VIEV
Acts and Words _of Josus Regarding Katerial Thin�s, In the
gospel according to John it is vritten that Jesus VJent to a wed
ding at Cana in Q-alilee (John ?',;1~11), Vmen the win� was fir-ished
Jesus mad� wine for them -by a miracle* This is the first miracle
recorded by John and iu is concerned vrith provision for a. material
need, Jesus did not say that He was only concerned with the souls
of men and not with material things that perish.
However, there was a boiindary beyond which the material
must not go. He rebuked those who had imade the house of prayer
a house of merchandise (Jobui ?;l6). He kept a balance between
the material and spiritual. He told people not to neglect either
one of these (Matt. ''3:?3),
Jesus taught that unless a man is born anew he csrunot see
the kingdom of heaven (John 3:3). If being born anew by the
Spirit is to enter the kingdom, it also means having sufficient
for one's material needs becaus� the kingdom and its righteousness
are accompanied by provision for the needs about which men are
concerned.
God sent His only Son into the world that the world might
be saved, V/o-uld He not also give sufficient material possessions
to His people for their daily necessities. Jesus fed the hungry
multitudes with five barley loaves (John 6:5�.13). He said that He
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is the bread of life. He did not say that He is the bread only
of the spiritual life.
Jesus said that He had come that people might have life
and have it abundantly (John 10:10), If abundant life means the
absence of material possessions then it is a life of the spirit
in sorae unseen world and not of people here in this world. .But
Jesus did not say that He came so that' the souls of His people
Blight have abundant life in an unseen world. He said that He came
that His sheep (his people) slight have abundant life. Harry VJard
w^rote that Christianity is a religion, not of poverty, but of
wealth. It proclairas the expansion and not the restriction of
life."" Another author wrote, "The Christian ideal calls for
having not only life but life in abundance (10:10); not only suf-
2
ficient life to exist but enough, in addition, to make him thrive."
Jesus was concerned with the raaterial side of li-^e, I'fnen
He saw that the disciples had worked all night and had caught noth
ing He offered to help them without their asking, 'He told them to
cast their nets on the right side of the boat. Obeying, they caught
a multitude of fish (John 21:1-12),
Responsibility to Share, John xrrote, "But if any one has
the world's goods and sees his brother in need, yet closes his
�^Harry F. Ward, Poverty and Wealth, ed. Henry H, Meyer
(New York: The Methodist Book Concern, 1915)? P� 133
^George Allen Turner, The Vision Which Transforms
(Kansas City: Beacon Hill Press, 196^17 p, 93
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heart against hira, how does God's love abide in him?" (I John
3j17). In a truly Christian society there could be no one who
is needy. Ina Brotm raust have been thinking of this when she
wrote J esus' Teaching on the Use of Money . Jesus placed fore
most the preaching of good news to the poor. He also gave mirlstry
to the needs of this present life an important place in the final
judgment. Yet there still is not acoramon Christian conscious
ness that poverty is conquerable and preventable. This is a sad
3
coraraentary on our religion.
The giving of alms alone caruiot solve the problem of poverty.
In the I-liddle Ages the Church advocated alms but it did not cure
4
pauperism. Rauschenbusch wrote that the greatest contribution
which cne can make to improve the pauperism and poverty of the
world is the contribution of a regenerated personality which has a
will that sets justice above policy and profit and, an intellect that
is emancipated from falsehood. The regenerated personality shares
more than possessions. It shares also that love and concern which
is the mark of the true disciple of Christ.
Ina C. Brown, Jesus' Teaching on the Use of Money
Nashville: Cokesbury Press, 1924), p. 55-
4
Adolph Harnack and Wilhen Herrraan, Essa^ on the Social
Gospel, trans. G. M. Craik, ed, Maurice A, Canney XNow York:
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1907), p. 43,
5
Walter Rauschenbusch, Christianity _and the Social Crisis
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1907), p. 351.
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Provision for Meed in Msxrer to Prayer. Jesus told His
disciples, "Ask, and you will receive, that your joy may be fiuLl"
(John 16.:2A'). He did not specify .that man should ask only for
spiritual blessings. He did not indicate that material blessings
would not be given by God.
It is also written: "We receive frora hirr, whatever we ask,
because we keep his commandrnents and do what pleases hiiti^'
(I John 3:??). The sarae thought is expressed in I John 5:14, I5.
The word "whatever" does not exclude the raaterial things. It
includes material as well as spiritual blessings.
Summary.. 'John -wrote, "Beloved, I vrish above all things
that thou mayest prosper and be in health, even as they soul
prospereth" (3 John 1:2, KJV). This is a prayer for soraeone who
is progressing only in spiritual things and not in material things.
The prayer is that he may prosper in all things , spiritual as
well as material.
While in the Synoptic Gospels, particularly in Luke, we
find much emphasis on the poor and on provision for their r)hys.ical
needs there is rauch less emphasis on the physical in John. John
shows little interest in raaterial possessions. However, what little
bit of information there is, does not contradict that found in
the S3moptics. We can interpret John^s view of the attitudes of
Jesus against the background of similar teaching in the Synoptics.
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John does, however, make a connection between the love
of God and the sharing of possessions to alleviate suffering and
he does, not exclude material blessings from those wliich may be
received in answer to prayer.
CHAPTER VIII
THE PAULINE VIEW
Relationship of Material Possessions to Salvntion. St,
Paul said that material possessions are not necessary for sal
vation. Salvation is a gift. He wrote that all men are justified
"by his grace as a gift, through the redemption which is in Christ
Jesus" (Rom. 3i?-4)- If there is anything required on the part
cf man it is faith (Rom, 4:3), When a raan is justified he is
"ill Christ" and becomes a new creature (II Cor. 5^1?) so that his
old habits and attitudes change. General Booth wrote:
The first essential that must be borne in mind as
governing every scheme thst may be put forward is that
it must change the raan when it is his char^icter and con
duct which constitute the reasons for his failure in the
battle of life. No change in circumstances, no revolu
tion in social-|_conditions, can oossibly transform the
nature of man,
J ohn, Wesly believed this changed life would create between
master and man a community of interest, a reciprocity of responsi
bility that would issue in fair wages, fair labor and just economic
2
conditions throughout.
The Meaning of the Poverty of Jesus, It is often said
that since Jesus Christ vras poor, we should also becorae poor like
Him, Paul wrote:
�^General William Booth, In Darkest England and the Way Out
(London: International Headquarters of the Salvation Ar,my, n. d,),
p. 85.
Kathleen Walker MacArthuj:", The Econoirac Ethics of John
Wesley (New York) : Abingdon Press, 193o) , p, 81,
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For you know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ,
that though he was rich, yet for your sake he became poor,
so that by his poverty you might become rich (II Cor.
8:9).
If someone wants to become poor believing that through his
poverty others might be saved or become rich that is a matter of
choice. But Jesus. did not become poor so that His disciples might
become poor or continue to live in poverty.
The Kingdom of God. St. Paul wrote that the kingdom of
God does not mean food and drinkj but righteousness and peace and .joy
in the Holy Spirit. (Rom. 14:1?). But those x^ho have righteousness,
joy and peace also need food, clothing, shelter and other necessities
of life.
The Regenerated Man and Material Possessions. St Paxil wrote,
"He alsa who .eats, eats in honor of the Lord, since he gives thanks
to God I while he who abstains, abstains .in honor of the Lord and
gives thanks to God" (Rom. 14 s6). He also xrrote, "^So, x^hatever you
eat or drink^ or whatever you do, do all to the glory of God"
(I Cor. 8:8).
St. Paul knew people who pretended to serve the Lord but
who actually served 'their own. .appetites and, by fair and flattering
words deceived the hearts of the simple minded (Rom. 16^18) . Such
people make the belly their God (Phil. 3�19).
The accoxint of Paul's journeys gives the impression that
he was poor, but not poverty stricken. He must have had considerable
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resources for he was able to maintain a long judicial process, to
travel with helpers, to gain a respectful hearing frora urovincial
governors and excite their cupidit^r.^
The Bible does not condemn, wealth in itself. The fruits
of the earth are the gift of God and they are not to be despised.^
Philemon was a rich raan who could afford to keen slaves. It is God
who gives all blessings, St. Paul urged the Philippians to present
all their requests to God. Regarding the rich Paul wrote to
Timothy:
As for the rich in this world, charge them not to be
haughty, nor to set, their hopes on uncertain riches but on
God who richly fui*nishes us x^th everything to enjoy.
They are to do good, to be rich in good deeds, liberal and
generous, thus laying up for theraselves a good foundation
for the future, so that they may take hold of the life which
is life indeed (I Tim. 6sl7-19),
St. Paul urged Christians not to steal but to labor so
that they could, give to those in need (Eph. kiPQ) and not to covet
(Col. 3* 5)- He made examples of his companions and hiraself that
they did not covet. He vjrote that the deacons should not be greedy
for gain (I Tira, 3-8) and that the bishops as God*s stewards raust not
be greedy for gain (Tit, 1:7).
The Christian Attitude Toward Work, St. Paul wrote that all
Roland Allen, Missionary Me;thods : St. j^ul^ s or Ours?
(Grand Rapids: Vfe. B. Eerdnans Publishing Co., 196?), p, 51 �
H, F, R. Catherwood, The Chrisfean in Industrial Society
London: The Tyndale r'ress, 1964)', p. 9.
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shotild x-j-ork and earn their living and that those xrho proclain the
gospel should get, their . living by the gospel (I .Cor, ,9:14) although
he himself did manual, labor for ,his living (Acts 20:34;- I Thess.
2:9)- He x-rrote to the Thessalonians that he -who xro ;ld not xsfork
should also not eat (II Thess,., 3:10),
Christianity interpreted xcork as a divinely appointed
sphere x-fhere man as a vrorker is ordained to glorify God and in His
name to serve his fellox^r men.
The Catholic Encyclopedia restricts the terra "vocation" to
priests, monks and nuns. In Catholicisra therefore, only the priestly
class, and not the laity,, are regarded in the service of God.^
Christianity in the Middle Age3 ooxild not proraote actixrity and x^ork
vj-hen its ideal x<ras still passive conteraelation. Almsgiving xjas all
it could really encourage for it xras only the existence of misery
in the x-Jorld that raade it possible for busy people and men of property
to be saved. But the Protestant Reformers grasped the doctrine of
vocation in its fxillness. The early Christians had recognized the
dignity of. labor over against the pagan ethics of vrork through the
Kew Testament concept of being called to a life of service. Both
^Carl F. H, Henry, "The Christian Viex^ of V7ork,� The Bulletin
Moravian Theological Seminary^ Fallj I96O5 p, 1
Ibid e. , p, 5�
7
Adolf Harnack and Wilhelra Herrmann, Essays on the Social
Gosoel, trans. G. M, Craik, ed. Maurice A. Canney (Kew York:
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1907), p, 41.
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Luther and Calvin represented vocation as an avenue of divine service.^
Catherwood wrote that the Christian does not work siraply to make
money to pay bills but because it is part of the divine order that
he should work, 5'
In the Bulletin of the Moravian Theological Seminary we read
that the scriptural definition of calling cancels any distinction
between secular and sacred. Faithful obedience to God's call makes
the clergyman as good as, but no better than, the devout merchant.
All labor is to be performed as a spiritual service.. All men are to
be faithfvlL in their calling as Christ- was faithful in His . But if
work is defined as the service of God, some pursuits, coming from
the support of other men's sins, cannot be called legitimate callings.
Godbey agrees that labor is essential to the best moral
development for only the man who works can have sympathy with the
laboring masses. Lack of sympathy is the cause of many sins that
men commit. The mind also learns to work by helping the body in its
11 1?
labors. Labor also helps in controlling evil passions. Godbey
Henry, on. cit, , pp, 10, 11,
9
^Catherwood, oo. ext., p. 2,
''�^Henry, 0�. cit. , pp. l'?, I3..
^�^Samuel M, Godbey, The Bible and the Problem of. Poverty.
(Mew York: Fleming H. Revell Company, I908), p. 16,
^^ibid., p. 17.
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also says that labor is not inconsistent with gentility:
VJhen Adam delved as Eve span,
VJho was then the gentlemen? 3
Clark also agrees that work is a character btiilding ex
perience and therefore necessary for the spiritual health of both
14
xndividuals and society, V/esley taught the practice of "industrial"
virtues such as the moral duty of untiring industry, cleanliness
and right habits in personal hygiene, prudence and diligence in
business, temperance, thrift, honesty and self-reliance. Practice
of these virtues as religious duties brought about immediate rewards
15
in self-dependence and self-respect and in increased prosperity.
The Sharing of Material Possessions . Regarding the help
ing of 'the needy St. Paul wrote to the Corinthians, "Now concerning
the contribution for the saints: as -I. directed the churches of
Galatia, so you also are to do (I Cor. 16:1), He further stated
that he who sox^s sparingly vri.ll also reap sparingly, and he- who sox^s
bcxintifully x^ill reap bountifully; that each one must. do. as. he has
made up his mind, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves
a cheerful giver; that God is able to provide x-rith every blessing in
abxindance, so that the disciples may s.lways have enough of everything
and may provide in abundance for every good work (II Cor. 9^6-8),
John Wesley said that people should earn all they can, save all they
^-^Godbey, oo, cit, , o, 20,
lii
Henry Clark, The Christian Case Against Poverty (New York:
Association Press, 1965), p. 5b.
^5lvIacArthur, The Economic Ethics of John Hssles;, p, 78.
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16
can, and give all they can.
St. Paul urged Christians to fulfill the law of Christ by
bearing one another's burdens (Gal. 6
The Use of Money . Money itself is neither moral or immoral.
It is made good or bad by those who handle it.^^^ There is nothing
i-rrong in material possessions. Money of the things which take the
drudgery out of housework and make life raore comfortable are good
in themselves and should not be despised. A man X'lho wishes to give
his family material benefits and provide for the future does nothing
wrong. A man must provide for his own household (I Tim. 5:8) and
1 8
parents should lay up, for the children (II Cor, iPsl-i-)."^ Money
can be used in mar^ good, ways such as helping needy children,
dispatching missionaries, teaching converts, healing the sick. In
the early church it was held that property should be used to assist
19
the needy particularly those in the household of faith, St.
Paul said that we brought nothing into the world and x^e carinot
take anything out of it but if x<te have food and clothing xith these
we ought to be content (I Tim, 6:7? 8). He x^ent on to say that
those who desire to be rich fall into temptation that lead to ruin
l^John VJesley, Sermons on Several Occasions, Vol. IV (Nashville:
E. Stevenson & F. A, Ox-7en, I855) , p, 370, 371,
17Leslie ,B. Flynn, IVar God and Your Gold (Grand Rapids Zon
dervan Publishing House, 1961), p, 65.
18catherv7ood, The Christian in Industrial Society; p. 14,
-'-^Flynn, op. cit. , pp. 22, 23.
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and destruction for the love of money is the root of all evil
(I i'im. 6:9, 10). Tiplady wrote that money is not "filthy lucre"
except to those whose hands are filthy. To the pure all things
are pure. Money was not , filthy in the hands of Wesley, General
2.0Booth or Geroge Muller.
'
It is the love of money Paul conde'mns,
not money itself. A sense of proportion as well as studies of
"comimnal" societies both suggest that property figures in social
?1
evil but is not the root of it, St, Paul did not require the
surrender of property but reproved the craving for it^ the pride
and confidence in it Xv'hich are fatal to the soul's proper life.
St. Paul was no ascetic. He knex<r how to abound as well as how to
92.
be in want.
Faulkner says X'/esley' believed riches have an inevitable
?.3
teridency to corrupt, Wesley spoke of the temptation to a'&hexsm
20
Thomas Tiplady, Social Chilsti^m^ in the New Era (KevT
York: Fleming H, Revell Co., 1919)* P� 64,
21
Lester Delvoster, CorgauiTisjii and Oj;^'^�^^%3J}. ES^^. (Grand
Rapids: Ivilliam B, Eerdmans Publishing Co,, 195b), p. 80.
22
George G. Findlay,
'
='The Social Teaching of the Writings
of St. Paul," ^le Social Teaching of the Bible , Samuel S, Keeble,
editor (London: Robert Culley, 1909), p, ?0i.
''john Alfred Faullcnerj Weslej^ As Spcpologist, Theologian^
Churchman (Nexs? York: The Methodist Book Concern, 1918) p. 11
which naturally flows frora riches, even to an entire forf';otfulness
developed resources and abundant raeans of .production in the United
States when he wrote that noverty..can e3<:i,st only because .of individual
and social raalad.justments which themselves are sinful. Poverty it
self becomes an unT)ardons.ble sin. Studying, poverty only from the
scientific or econoniic point of view arid ignoring .-^'^orals entirely
is leaving out the most important factor. It is basing all conclusions
on phenomena alone rather th.an on the underlying princiules.'
Poverty is preventable, Bennett says the chief obstacle to the
changing of society is the selfish refusal of the class on too to
27
yield privilege or power.
24
of God. From atheism the transition to idol':.try is easy.
Eower was referring to the excess, of. food, boundless un-
Sxwa^X" ^"'^^ ^-'^y sujmmarize St. P^ul^s view by saying that in
24Vv'esley, Serraons on Several Occasions, Vol, IV pp. 219-
220.
^^ahman Forrest Bower, Tne lconoj::ic _;-;;asto of Sin (Kew York:
The Abingdon Press, 1924), p. 174.
p, 176,
'27john C. Bennett, Social Salvaition (New York: Charles
Scribner^s Sons, 1935) � P-
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comparison with the "excellencj'- of the knowledge of Christ" all
else is dross. However, he does not advocate asceticism or poverty.
He wrrote, "And having food and raiment letus be. therewTith content"
(I Tim. 6:8, KJV).. So Paul outs his readers among the "haves", St.
Paul urges Christians to work*, By his own life he gave .an ers-imole
of hard wTork. He earned his ovrn living. and also preached the
gosoel and was more effective than many full- tirae Christian workers,
Kor does St, Paul condemn riches or raaterial possessions.
It is the love of money which is evil. He wrote that Jesus Christ
became poor that raen may become rich (II Cor. 8:9) and that God
can give thera so rauch they x-rill alx-rays have enou.gh (II Cor. 9:8).
CHAPTER IX
THE GSNSR.iL EPISTLES
E�bre-"� , In the E-oist].e to, the Hsbrex-rs reference is made
to God's proDiss to Abraham, -'Surely I vill bless you and raultiuly
you" (Hebrexs? 6:14), It is taken ,for granted tha.t God is not so
unjust ;=,s to overlook their work and the love which they showed for
His sake in serving the saints (Hob, 6:10) �
It is also x-Jritten th';.t >b3,es considered abuse suffered for
the Christ greater x-realth than the treasures of Eg,3'-Dt, for he
looked to the rex\Tard (Heb, 11:'^6).
Hospitality to strangers .is' commended because thereby some
have entertained angels unawares (Heb, 13 i"^).- God's people are also
advised to keep free from love of money and to be content x-jith
x^hat they have because God x-.7ould never fail nor forsake them. It is
imporPant to note that both St. Paul and the axjthor of He'brex^s spoke,
not against money, but against love of nonej , Both taught that one
should be content vTith whatever one has because God x-rill supply the
needs, Jesus also did not speak against money. He spoke against
serving money xihich is the same as love of money,
James. Continuing in the great tradition James affirmed
that, every good endovrment .and every perfect gift is from above,
coming dox-rn frora the father of lights with vrhora there is no variation
or shadow due to change (Jas, 1:17),
James accused his 'brethren of shoxjing partiality toward
the rich and discriminating against the poor in shox^ing favor- He
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reminded therr. that it was not the poor who oopressecl thera. but the
rich. This oartiality s-hoim the rich was counted sin (Jas. 2:1-9)
because it was not fulfilling the law of loving one^s neighbor as
oneself. He also reiainded therr. that it is not enough to tell
the brother or sister to go in peace if he has needs (Jas. ?:l6).
This admonition given by James is applicable to our own
day. Galbraith xn'ote that an affluent society which is both corn-
passionate and rational x^ould secure to all xrho needed it the
miriimum income essential for decency and corafort,^ Speaking of the
English clergy, Tiplady said that not xrealth but a decent living
x^ras all they asked. Even this was denied them, Humphrey tells
the story of a father and son going to the bank, to borrox>7 money for
three months at the rate of ten per cent a month. The father care
fully explains his reason for borrowing for three raonths only x..)hen
there Xvill be no crop in that time to pay it back by saying that the
3
coxmtry is set up for the businessm.an, not the poor man.
*Joh.n K. Galbraith, Th^ Jlffluen^ (Csur.bridge, Massa
chusetts: The Riverside Press, 1958) .j p, 329.
^Thomas Tiplady ^ Social �^^2:S^A^)i^ �n the New Era (New
York: Fleming H. Revell Co,, 1919), p. 86,
3
Hubert H, Humunrey,,
Book Company,' 1964), p, 24.
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According to Jaraes the rich need to weep and howl for the
miseries that are cordng upon thorns
2 Your riches have rotted and your garrients are
moth-eaten, 3 Your gold and silver have rusted, and
their rust will be evidence' against you and will eat
your flesh like fire. You have laid, up treasure for
last days., 4 Behold the wages of the laborers x-rho
raowed your fields, which you Vept back hy fraud, cry
out; and the cries of the h?.rve.sters have reached the
ears of the Lord of host?., 5 l^ou have lived on the
earth in luxury and in -oleasure; you have fattened
your hearts in a day of slaughter. 6 You have condemn
ed, you have killed the righteous man; he does not
resist you (Jas, 5*^-6),
Lester DeEoster writes 2
The Ghurch counts its own weal<ness if' it does
not declare froir: the pulpit and frora housetop that
property which is not stewarded according to God^s
coiTBiands is property over which its owners j., temperal
and temporaiy, do "well to "x-rsep and howl,""^
Jajuss reeoiTEriendsd prayer for the sick and gave the exariple
of Elijah xrhose prayers were answered both when he prayed that it
should not rain and again when he prayed for rain (Jas, 5�i4-l8),
Those who have should be concerned not only to give to those who
have not but also to prajr for them that the sickness causing poverty
may be removed and blessir^gs be received frora God, The poor need
also pray for fulfillment of their needs,
Peter. Peter "wrote little about material possessions as
such, rle r-rrote that Christians were ransoraed from, the futile xvays
inherited from their fathers, not with perishable things such as
4
Lester DeKoster, Coiipipnlera ani Christian Faith (Grand
Rapids: Vvilliam B, Eerdmans Co., 195^)^ p, 59.
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silver or gold but. with the precious blood of Christ (I Pet. 1:18^
19), In God^s sight the hidden person of the heart decorated vjith
the imperishable jewel of a gentle and quiet spirit is more precious
than the outward adorning with braiding of hair, decoration of gold,
and wearing, of robes (I Pet. 3:3, .4), He said that as each had
received a gift, he shotuLd , employ it for the- good. of others as good
stewards of God's varied grace (I Pet, 4;10).
The elders were irrged to tend the flock of God, not by
constraint, but willingly, not for shamejTul gain but eagerly (I Pet.
5:2) and to cast all anxieties on God for He cares about them (I Pet.
5-7),
Summary. All three epistles teach that money is not to be
loved for its own sake. It is received from above to be used for
the care of those who have need whether they be strangers or the
ever-present poor.
The witer of Hebrews stresses more the presence of the
father exnressed in continuance of the blessings promised to Abraham.
James'' uiique emphasis is the adi-fionition to avoid' -oartiaiity
either because of possession, or because of lack, of wealth,
Peter deals more with the value of the inward man, AfLl
anxieties are to be cast on God,
ACTS AKD REVELATIOK
Acts, Even though Peter told the lame man that he did not
have gold and silver (Acts 3^6) we Vnov of none of the early-
Chris tians t-fho vras needy. Those who had lands or houses sold thsra
and brought the proceeds to the Apostles (Acts ^ijh-^ 35), They
had everjjt-hing in common,
AnanAas and his vrife Sauphira sold their property (Acts
5:1). Barnabas sold his field (Acts 45 36,37). V/hen vre are told
that the people of the early church sold their possessions and
seeds and. distributed them to all, as any had need we m.ay be sure
..that .they had ..possessions- to sell. St. Paul paid the orpenses of
four men to enable them to pui-ify themselves in the te'mple. Felix
in Caesarea hoped to get some money from the prisoner Paul. He
1
was not looking for the kind of bribe a poor man could afford.
In Rome Paul at his own expense lived in a hired house for tvjo
years (A.cts 2.8:30). Lydia sold purple (Acts 16:14) which vias a
product .used by the rich. The minister of Candace, Queen of
Ethiopia, was in charge of all her treasury (Acts S:"^?). Many early
Christians were well-to-do,
St, Paul reminds the elders of the Ephesians that he- vrorked
with his ovrn hands to rdinister to his own needs and the needs of
�''Alvin E. Magary, Saints VJithout H3.1os (Mashville: Abingdon-
Cokesbury Press, 1951) s PP� 67, 68,
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those t'd.th hirn. St, Paul xrhile speaking about charity or (helping
the wevak), quoted the words of our Lord, "It is more blessed to
give than to receive" (Acts 20:35b) o Earp in speaking of this passage
said that the man who gives is more blesses because of his' economic
advantage. The logic of the word leads to enlightened and scienti
fic charity which is to give to those xrho are unable to supuort
themselves VTith a viewr to restoring them to a condition where they
2
will be able to produce for themselves,
Simon the magician tried to buy God'^s gift x\Tith raoney and
was rebuked by Peter who said he could have no part in it because
his heart was not right (Acts 8:18-21),
Demetrius, a silver smith, and the workers of his occupation
earned their wealth by making silver sbn^ines of Artels . He suffered
material loss because m.any people turned ax-ray from the idol worship
(Acts 19:24-27).
On the x-jhole, the book of Acts gives much more practical
illustration of the use of material possessions than it does of
theoretical teaching. The early Christians demonstrated their
x-rillingness to share by selling property and owning all things in
common. They shared not only wealth but also the good news vjherever
they went, coxinting it riches greater than money.
Paxil himself was an example of the attitude tox-iard possessions
which he understood the Christian shoxxld have. He xrorked with his
'Edwin Lee Earp, Religious Social Aspects of J.nstitutions
(New York: Eaton and Maxris, 1908), p, 102,
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hands rather than becorrring a burden on others. He helped those
in need and encouraged others to do likewise.
Revelation, The book of Revelation is eschatological in
nature and therefore material wealth is little i&entioned in it.
VJhen this world ends the m.aterial possessions will no more be re
quired (Rev. ?l:l-5)- Ihe people will be able to rest frorn
their labor but their deeds will..accoi3ipanj/ th,;ui.(Rev, 14:13).
From. the eschatological view-point . he who is poor but
suffers for the Lord is rich (Rev, '>:9s 10)* He who is rich in
material things but lukewarm towards the Lord is a poor m.an
(Rev. 3:16-18), There is no condemnation of x^ealth but it will
not save in the great day (Rev, 6:15),
CHAPTER U.
SMART OF NBA? TESTAI-ENT IDEi^^S P^GARDING MATERIAL POSSESSIONS
Poverty of Jesus , His Disci-oles� PauTi and the Early Cnurch.
In the New Testament we find no biblical support for the claim that
Jesus. and His disciples were poverty-stricken and that therefore
Jesus should be our examole in living a life of austerity. The
Synoptic Gospels in their scanty accounts of the childhood of
Jesus show that His parents were at least moderately well-to-do.
In providing for the needs of others during His ministry Jesus
showed that He had the power to provide for any need He might have
personally. The Gospel of John shows little concern with the physi
cal and material and gives no indication of the financial situation
of the Plaster. Paul mentions the poverty of Jesus as a voluntary
state in order that we might become rich. The General Epistles,
Acts and Revelation do not mention Jesus as being poor.
Descriptions of the first disciples do not show them to
have been poor. They had material possessions, particularly those ,
who were fishermen, which they w^ere. asked to leave to follow Jesus.
The Synoptic Gospels show that the fishermen left their businesses
but the work was still carried on and they went back to it vjhen they
thought their Lord had xeit them. Poverty is not thus a pre-
requisilE to discipleship but a x^l-illingness to leave off -preoccupation
wdth material possessions to follow the teaching and leading of Christ
is a .prerequisite.
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Paul emphasized the voluntarj?- as;:/, ct of poverty on the
part of disciples of Christ. He himself worked WTith his hands
so that he would not be a burden. He nowhere is described, nor
does he describe himself, as poverty-stricken,. The General
Epistles make no statement regarding the financial status of the
disciples nor of the eai^ly Church,
In the early Church, according to the Book of Acts, the
emphasis x-ras not on becoraing poor but on- selling oner's nossessions
in order to share. In tbJ.s way no one lacked anything although
many of those who became disciples had been rich and had sold all.
The early Christians described as followers of, Jesus in the Synoptic
Gospels and in John and those who joined the Church coirmi'-nity as
described in Acts included many wealthy people.
Teaching,; Regarding Material Needs. The biblical statement,
"Man shall not live by ,bread alone,,;" is seen against a back
ground of the miracles described in the Synoptic Gospels and John.
Jesus while concerned with feeding the V7ord of God was also ax-rare
of actual physical hunger in his hearers and fed thera bread. Other
miracles He performed shovr the ax-rareness that Jesus had of all types
of -physical need and His provision for them. While He said that
man could not live by bread alone He also recognized the � necessity
for bread. While He told His followers not to be anocious about
their needs He also told them to pray in His name for fulfillnent
of their needs. God proxrides for the needs of His children.
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John illustrates the boundary beyond which the material must
not go in preserving for us the story of the cleansing of the temple
from those making material profit out of essentially spiritual ;
things. He also quotes Jesus as saying that Ee had come to give
abimdant life to His sheep. Since Jesus recognized physical need as
well as spiritual this would mean provision for needs of the body
as well as for the needs of the soul,
Paul emphasized much the need to work to earn a living and
doing everything for the glory of God, The work helped to fulfill
manP-'s needs and, done in the right spirit, also kept man in right
relations iiip to God, Paul assiares the followers of Christ that God
is able to provide every blessing so that they will have everything
in abundance.
In Acts the disciples are seen as continuing to care for
physical needs just as their Master had done| providing for the
poor, curing the: ill, even raising the dead.
The Book of Revelation, being eschatological, deals x-rith the
future world, in which physical and material needs will not exist.
The lingdqi;; of Heaven^ In the Sermon on the Mount, after
telling His followers to not worry about their material needs,
Jesus admonished them to seek first the Kingdom of Heaven, Cn
finding it they x^'ould also f^.nd all those things about x^ihich they
had been ariXious, Ke did not advise exren the rich younp; vvler to
do VJithout material oossessions but recognized .the young man*s
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preoccupation with things of the world rather than with the Kingdom '
of Heaven, He reminds the disciples that no one had left anything
to follow Him which he would not receive again a hundred-fold and
in the ,age to corae eternal life.
In the Synoptic Gospels is recorded the concern which Jesus
had about the difficulty with which the rich would. be able to
enter the Kingdom because of their preoccupation with the material.
The Synoptic Gospels warn against riches, against taking delight
in riches and against coveting. Riches can claim so much devotion
from man that he forgets God, This may be true of the poor raan
wishing for riches as well as for the rich man absorbed in their
possession. Those who desire to be rich fall easily into many
temptations .
John is silent about any teaching connecting the Kingdom
of Heaven with material possessions. His emphasis on being born anew
in order to enter the Kingdom allows for interpretation of the con
comitants of the attainment of the Kingdom.
Paul continues in this emphasis on becoming a new creature.
This had been interpreted to mean also that the new creatiire (of the
Kingdom of Heaven) would also bring about better social conditions
envisioned as the Kingdom of Heaven on earth.
The Epistle of Peter echoes the thought, in the Sermon on the
Mount that the inward man is of more value than possessions. Anxieties
are to be cast on God,
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The Book of Acts is more conceinied with the life of the
Chiorch in this world in preparation for the second corriing.
Possessions were thus of little importance. They were to be shared
in common until the coming of the Kingdom, In the same way the
Kingdom described in Revelation has no place for material -oossessions.
5!M �'t. Money. In the Sermon on the Mount Jesus tauf^ht
that treasures are not to be l?.id up for oneself on earth because
of attachment to them preventing the service of God, Man is to
rely on God to care for his needs when he has sought the Kingdom
of God and is not to be attached to the amassment of treasure.
Jesus did not tell all rich men to sell what they had and
follow Him. He was awa.re of the attitude of each individual toward
his possessions. In Matthew ?,5 His follox-J-ers are taught to use
what they have to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, care for the
homeless. It is necessary for some to have wealth in order to use
it to benefit others. Wealth in itself is not said to be good or
evil. It can be misused by being spent on costly things for oneself
or in not being used at all illustrated in the Parable of the Talents.
Both the possessor of one talent and the Foolish Plch Man show this
misuse of money.
Paul .also saw nothing wrong with money as such when used
to care for the needs of children, the household, and the needy.
He saw danger in the desire to be rich and urgeo. contentment with
food and clothing sufficient for our needs in this world since we
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can take nothing with us. Love of money is the root of evil.
Craving for property inhibits the soul^s life. Thus Paul expressed
in riore emphatic and practical terms the meanang of the teaching
of Jesus.
Matthew recorded that Jesus also recognized that there
woxild always be the needy in society who would require help. These
are victims of circ-umstances rather than a rigid social class or
dained of God. They also raust be helped to attaih the Kingdom of
God in which all their needs will be cared for. Those who have
are to give to those x>jho ask but wisely in accordance with what is
felt to be the purpose of God, Alms are to be for the purpose of
serving God and according to His >ill. Those who giye shall also
receive. Jesus spoke of God as the Father in Heaven. The father
wants his children to have what they need. When one gives to the
needy^ one is giving to Christ, The important element in the giving
is the raotive, not the araiount. The basic motive is love for one's
neighbor equal to the love one has for oneself. If shared by all
raen it would result in the eradication of poverty.
In I John this love of neighbor as the basis for, and the
imperative to, helping a brother in need is emphasized.
Paul repeats adraonition to the rich to do good, to be
liberal and generous, thus taking hold of life which is life indeed.
Christians are urged to give to those who need and neither deacons
nor bishops are to be greedy for gain, Paul, like his Master,
did not condemn wealth in itself but condemned the misuse of it.
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He urged the expression of obedience to Jesus' command to help the
needy and himself promoted a drive for relief for the sufferings
of the Christians in Jerusalem, Most of vjhat Psul taught concerning
giving to relieve suffering and the ability of God to provide
blessings in abundance was repetition of the teaching of Jesus as
found in the Synoptic Gospels. Indeed he urged the fulfillment of
the law of Christ by bearing one another's burdens.
All three of the General Epistles carry forx^ard the teach
ings set forth by Jesus of using money to care for those with need
whether they be strangers or the ever-present poor.
In the early Church as described in Acts this teaching became
reality. The hungry were fed, the naked clothed, with the funds
obtained from the sale of property by the rich. Acts describes
Paul and the other early missionaries at work enthusiastic in the
nex-mess of the teachings of the Master to love one's neighbor, to
share with the needy, to leave all one^s possessions and to follow
Christ secure in the belief that in the Kingdom of Heaven there xrould
be no unfulfilled needs .
The Relationshin of Possessions to Salvation. Neither riches
nor poverty is a passport to salvation. Jesus said, "Seek ye first
the Kingdom of Heaven." Mary said, "The mercies on all those who
fear Him."
Luke recorded Jesus' teaching regarding the need to avoid
coveting- for a mane's life does not consist in possessions, Matthew-
recorded the statement regarding the danger of gainM.ng the whole
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�world, and losing one's life. A man'^s life is of more value than
the World's riches,
John in his disinterest with raaterial things yet shovis how
Jesus kept a balance between the material and the spiritual. He
provided wine for the wedding yet cleared the ternple of profiteers.
The essential thing is being born anew. God sent His son to save
the world and to give abundant lifc.xrhich hopefully wo'uld include
abundance for needs in the present life and in the life to come.
Paul developed the teachings of Jesus in more theological
terms with salvation as a gift through the redemption which is in
Christ Jesus. Required on man's part is faith. He becomes a new-
creature and expresses his newness in wor-ks as a result of faith.
These' works include the right use of ffi.oney.
Salvation cannot be bought any riore than Simon the Magician
could buy God's gift when his heart was not right. Salvation is
not a matter of possessions but of being, 'vvhat one is shows in
vrhat one does xrith possessions.
The Book of Revelation contains the teaching that most im
portant is a right attitude toward the Lord. There is no condem.nation
of wealth but it will not save in the great day.
Methods of Attaining Possessions - Work and. Prayer. In the
Synoptic Gospels fulfillment of needs is to be found in the seeking
of the Kingdom of God. In Luke Jesus reminds the discioles they
have not lacked for anything trhile out on the work to xrhich He sent
them. In Matthew He commands them to ask, seek, knock in order to
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find the fulfillment of needs which the father l<nows they have before
they ask and which He will give them like a father to his son.
They are to pray with faith.
The value of work is not taught as such but Jesus and His
disciples gave an exaraole by oeing so busy that I'isrk wrote they
had not even time to eat.
John also repeats the emphasis on asking for w'hat is needed
but in I John adds that we receive on asking wha-tever is needed
because we keep His commandments and please Him. He does not limit
the ��whauever" to spiritual things.
?a-al put a strong emphasis on work and was himself an example
of what the Christian attitude toward work should be. He said that
those x-fho do not x-Jork should not eat. He also x-jrote that those xrho
�eroclaim the gospel shoxild get their living by the gospel. But he
himself worked x-rith his hands and x-jas oroud of it, gixring dignity
to X7ork.
The Epistle to the Hebrex-rs premises that God will continue
to bless because He is not so unjust as to overlook their xjork and
the love xrith xrhich they ser^/ed the saints.
The Balance of Material and Spiritrpl. �e thus see that
on one har^d Jesus' teaching is marked by an- absence of stress upon
material wealth. He points out that the treasures of this earth
�pass ax^ay. Want m^atters is what man is and his relationship to the
father and his felloxjmen. Cn the other hand he adrdts that man
has needs while he is in this life and advises him to pr-sy for ful
fillment of his needs to the father who x-jants him to have abiondance
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both in this life and the next. Neither the poor nor the rich are
guaranteed salvation. Possessions are related to salvation through
the ovmer's attitude toward them and his use of them�
Although the emphases in John are different from the
Synoptic Gospels they do not contradict each other. Paul carries
fonward the teachings of Jesus showing them in practical life.
The Book of Acts shows the early Church living according to the
teachiing of Jesus and al^o records the activity and teaching of
the early missionaries,
Chrisu x^aged no x-iar against x-iealth but against covetousness
and the x-rrong use of x<realth. He did not advocate poverty but rather
advised the abandonraent of anxiety. The man xsrho seeks and finds
the Kingdom, of God may ask for x-rhat he needs and be assured of
obtaining it.
CHAPTHIR XII
CONCLUSION
The research for this thesis was done with certain questions
in Riind as stated in the introduction. Having surveyed all the
books of the Bible and surmnarised the raain teachings in each of
the sections into which these books were orga.nized' and having sum
marized separately the Old and New Testam.ents, we now draw conclusions
as to the teaching of the Bible as a whole in regard to material
possessions. These conclusions are ari^anged according to the ques
tions in mind while doing the research,
Katerial Possessions Good or "Evil . Neither in the Old nor
in the New- Testament are possessions condemned as evil. In the
Old Testament they are understood as blessings from God as a reward
for obedience and worship. The Old Testament warns against placing
trust in riches which can cause man to forget God. Trust is to be
placed in God to whom all things belong.
In the New Testament we find Jesus did not condemn material
possessions but kept a balance. He vjas concerned for that which
would fulfill man's needs but also xrarned against pre-occupation
with things of this world. It is not riches which are good or evil
but man's attitude toward them and his use of them. The rich would
have a more difficult time entering the Kingdom of Heaven but it
would not be Impossible for them to do so,. The Kingdom of Heaven is
to be sought first and with the finding of it, all man'^s needs will
be fxilfilled.
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God^ s Attitude Toward Material Possessions , In the Old
Testament God is thought of as Jehovah the god of the Hebrews . He
is the creator of the world. The Hebrews are His chosen people.
Since he created all, it belongs to Elm and He chooses to bestow
blessings upon His people according to their worthiness in His eyes.
Material possessions are thus something to be appreciated as having
come from God when received. In the sam.e way the loss of material
possessions would cause them to examine their relationshiu to God
to find a possible cause for punishment. However, there is a develop
ing recognition that the possession of material blessings is not
the most important thing but one^s attitude toward possessing them.
Included in x-rorthiness were obedience by man to the law
of God, ziving of first fruits and tithes. When man turned away
from God to wicked ways, violence, x<Jorship of idols and other sins
he was pxmished by having material blessings taken from, him.
It can also be sxirmised that God expects man to X'Tork for
his possessions since He gave seven days in the week, six for v/ork
and one for a day of rest.
In the Nex? Testaraent the emphasis is less on obedience to
a ls^<f for actions and more on the importance of the irjaer man;
Xvhat man is rather than x�rhat he does. He is to seek the Kingdom of
Heaven so that the blessings, he needs may be given to him. In his
concern the Father also has that the children have their needs ful
filled and partake of the abundant life; the Son was sent into the
world to bring to the sheep.
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In his esphasis on work Paul reminds us of the Old Testament
admonition to labor.
Part of the Old Testament law xras the command to share with
the poor so that there be no needy in the land. In the New Testam.ent
this comiv.and:;ent is bathed with the light of love. The Father loves
so He gives to His children, VJe ought also to love our neighbors
as ourselves and share with them. This emohasis on love as the
highest motive is one of the chief differences in the two testaments.
Conditions for Obtaining and Retaining Material Possessions ,
As mentioned, in the Old Testan:ent the conditions for receiving
blessings are obedience: of the Law of God and worship of God. Obedience
results in blessings; disobedience results in loss of possessions.
Man is to trust in God and not in riches. He is to be careful that
pre-occupation with obtaining and retaining riches do not cause him to
forget God. Man is to work on the six days given to him by God for
work. The seventh day is the Lord^s as are the first fruits and the
tithes. Man is to remember to give them to the Lord. Along with
giving offerings to God he must also do good x^ork,
Man not only has responsibility toward God. He also has
responsibility toward his feliowmen. He is not to covet their
possessions. He is to do justice. Ee is to help the poor.
VJhen man turns to the worship of other gods or idols, when
he does not obey the law, x-jhen he expects reward for vain offerings,
then he is punished by having his material possessions taken from him.
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In the Sevr Testament simple obedience of the law is not
considered enough. The m.otive behind man's action is said to be
imoortant. For this reason man is told to first seek the Kingdom
of Heaven and its righteousness then all the needs about which he
is anxious will be fulfilled. Han is to leave all anjciety about
the needs of this world and trust the heavenly Father to orovide .
To obtain blessing m.an must pray and make his needs knos'Tn.
He raust pray with faith that he has received what he needs. He
is not to amass treasrrre for its own sake but to use if for good
works 5, for the needs of children and household and others. He
must obey the eomniandriients of God in order to ulease Him and receive
the blessings of whatever he needs, V-Jork is also an essential
element as exeraplified by both Jesus and Paul,
Material Possessions and Salvsjloru Both Old and Mew
Testaraents are in agreement that while material possessions are,
desirable they cannot bring salvation and may even hinder the
attaini'ient of salvation when man is preoccupied with them. The
Old Testament reminds us that wealth cannot bring rederantion nor
deliver from the wrath of God, The rain falls on the just and on
the unjust and they both receive possessions but this does not
assure salvation. Wealth, is dangerous in that.it can be a cause
for forgetting God, M'eaith .-belongs- orM.y to this x-rorld. The rich
man carries nothing with hira.
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In the Nex-J Testament also Xs'-e find warning against gaining
the xijorld and losing one's life. The Kingdom of Heaven inclxides
material possessions only in so far as it exists on this earth. The
essential thing is being born again and jee'cing the Kingdom of Heaven.
The right use of .money is a coneositant of being born
anew. It is a result rather than a .me-ans. There is no condemnation
of wealth but it xrill not save in the Day of Judgment.
1-riuorta.nce of Material Possessions in the Inte r->act!ons of
Men. In the Dec.-^logue we find the comjriand'''ients not to covet and
not to steal. In the historical books ve read of the troubles and
punisbments sent by God because of disreg.ar'd of these coTr-n-ndnents .
Possessions were not considered x-irong. But they x-rere a danger in
seoarating from God and in poisoning relationships betx-reen men.
In the law God gave minute corsiTiands for going good to others
and caring for the needy. These things wen were to do because of
the importance of obedience.
In the Nex.r Testament x-je find most importa.nt the Ls.xr of Love.
Man is not only to ohey the co'-iiiiiands not covet, not to^ste.?!, etc.,
but he is to not ex-en chirk x-rrong thoughts about the possessions of
others. He is to share what he has becKUse of his love for his
neighbor and not for the reward x-rhich it may bring. Material posses
sions enable m.on to live and share that abundant life xihich Christ
came into the world to bring.
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